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The Undergraduate Stu- 
dent Government is plagued 
by infighting and the recent 
effort to oust Kevin Cough- 
lin is the greatest example. 
The News otters its opinion 
on the recall effort. 
►- See page 2. 
Trustees and Senate 
argue: 
Joining the undergradu- 
ate leaders in bickering are 
the trustees and the Faculty 
Senate, who are engaged in 
a war of words on year-old 
events. 
► See page 3. 
Sports at home: 
The Falcon swimmers 
and gymnasts take on 
Miami University and Mich- 
igan, respectively. 
*■ See page 7. 
Forel 
The Alpha Omicron Pi 
philanthropy, AOPi Classic, 
will be on Saturday, Jan. 26, 
1:45-5 p.m. in Eppler South. 
All are welcome to attend. 
A'maze'ing: 
Lambda Chi Alpha's in- 
augural "Maze Craze" will 
take place on Sunday, Jan. 
27. 
The philanthropy will be 
at Anderson Arena noon to 3 
p.m. 
Buses leaving tonight: 
Buses for the Washington, 
D.C. trip sponsored by the 
University Peace Coalition 
will be leaving the Universi- 
ty Union Oval tonight at 
9:30. For further informa- 
tion call 352-7534. 
TV features workers: 
"Ohio Workers," a pro- 
duction of WBGU-TV, will 
be featured Saturday night 
at 9 and will focus on what it 
was like to work in Ohio 
over the past two centuries. 
The production supple- 
ments on-location footage 
with archival photos from 
the Ohio Historical Society 
which show workers on-the- 
job in many industries. 
Producer Tony Howard 
says, "I can now really ap- 
preciate the pain these peo- 
ple went through that raised 




The American Red Cross, 
Greater Toledo Area Chap- 
ter, will be conducting CPR 
training classes throughout 
the month of February. 
Classes include standards 
outlined in the Journal of 
American Medical Associa- 
tion. 
The Red Cross offers 
three different CPR train- 
ing courses: Infant and 
Child CPR, Community 
CPR and Adult CPR. 
Though there is no mini- 
mum age requirement, par- 
ticipants must be physically 
able to perform au skills. 
For more information con- 
tact Annette Johnson at the 
Greater Toledo Area Chap- 
ter at 2484331. 
Weather 
Snow likely: 
Today, mostly sunny in 
the morning with increasing 
cloudiness ui the afternoon. 
High near 20. Light and var- 
iable winds. Tonight, snow 
likely. Low 10 to 15. Chance 
of snow is 60 percent. Satur- 
day, snow likely. High in the 
mid-20s. Chance of snow is 
60 percent. 
compiled from local and 
wire reports 
USG funds illicitly used 
Former senator may face disciplinary action 
by Robert Davidson 
staff writer 
College Democrats Treasurer 
and former USG senator David 
Rice may face criminal charges 
and University disciplinary ac- 
tion if Undergraduate Student 
Government President Kevin 
Coughlin acts on legal advice he 
received Wednesday. 
Rice resigned Tuesday from his 
USG position after he was allege- 
dly caught illegally charging pho- 
tocopies to the USG access code 
by Coughlin. 
Potential legal action by 
Coughlin might not stop there; 
College Democrats also may be 
charged, he said. 
According to Coughlin, Univer- 
sity officials have advised him to 
take action in light of alleged 
misuse of USG funds by Rice and 
defamation of Coughlin's charac- 
ter by Rice and the College De- 
mocrats, Coughlin refused to i- 
dentify his advisers. 
He said he caught Rice Jan. 18 
at 11:30 a.m. using the Student 
Services Building fourth floor 
copy room for private use and 
charging copies to the USG ac- 
cess code. 
"I was going to make copies 
when I walked in on Rice. Rice 
stuffed what he was copying in a 
portfolio and evaded me when I 
asked him what he was printing," 
Coughlin said. 
Coughlin said the USG internal 
affairs committee is examining 
the student code and will decide 
whether or not to take action on 
the matter. 
"That's more their jurisdiction 
than mine," he said. "I would 
personally only take action on de- 
famation charges." 
DSeeUSO,page4. 
Subs used in Gulf 
■O News/Jay Murdock 
(left lo right) Brad Curren. Chris Earley. Jeff Mealy, and Chuck Bohana hold an American flag af a rally fo 
support the troops in the Persian Gulf Nearly 200 people attended the rally in the Union Oval Thursday 
afternoon 
Students rally for soldiers 
by James A. Tinker 
editor 
At least 200 students rallied 'round the flag 
Thursday to show support for President George 
Bush's policy in the Persian Gulf and the U.S. 
troops stationed there. 
American flags snapped in the frigid breeze as 
students on the Union Oval shouted slogans like 
"No slack for Iraq" and "U.S.A., U.S.A." 
Some students in attendance at the half hour ral- 
ly disagreed with speakers' sentiments, but most 
in the crowd shouted them on. 
The rally's organizers said the event was neces- 
sary because of the attention "anti-war activists 
have been receiving." 
"I think it was a case where the TV and the other 
media show demonstrations ... and only the peace 
activists were protesting," said co-organizer 
Terry Burton, junior business major. 
Co-organizer John Timura, junior broadcast 
meteorology major, spoke in favor of the U.S. 
government and the president. 
a See Rally, page 4. 
Cruise missiles 
fired at targets 
within Iraqi lines 
WASHINGTON (AP) - U.S. 
submarines, operating from the 
depths of the Mediterranean and 
Red seas, are firing Tomahawk 
cruise missiles at targets inside 
Iraq, Pentagon sources said 
Thursday. 
The development in the war 
against Saddam Hussein 
amounts to "the first use of 
American submarine-launched 
missiles in a combat environ- 
ment," one source said. 
"There have been multiple 
launches" of Tomahawk missiles 
from the submerged subs over 
the last several days, said a sec- 
ond source. Both spoke on the 
condition of anonymity. 
The entry of submarine- 
launched missiles into Operation 
Desert Storm "just gives Saddam 
a new threat to worry about," the 
first source said. Missiles "are 
now coming at him from the 
north as wellas the south." 
Releasing cruise missiles from 
either the Red or Mediterranean 
seas means the weapons could be 
flying through Turkish, Egyp- 
tian, Israeli or Syrian airspace. 
The sources would not describe 
the Tomahawks' routes. 
Normally, a high state of se- 
crecy surrounds submarine ac- 
tivities, as shown by the comment 
of one top Pentagon general when 
asked earlier this week about the 
role of submarines in the Persian 
Gulf war. 
"We don't discuss submarines 
— ever!" Lt. Gen. Thomas Kelly, 
the director of operations for the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff, told report- 
ers. 
Word of one sub participating 
in Operation Desert Storm came 
earlier this week when the admi- 
ral in charge of the U.S. naval 
force in the Red Sea, Rear Adm. 
Riley Mixson, told reporters that 
one submarine had fired a cruise 
missile as part of the campaign 
against Iraq. 
The revelation that subs have 
fired missiles from both the Me- 
diterranean and the Red seas in- 
dicates that more than one has 
participated. The sources refused 
to say how many had taken part. 
"Let's just say a few, one 
source said. 
There are 123 submarines in the 
Navy's fleet — 89 attack subs and 
34 ballistic missile submarines. 
The Navy has refused to com- 
ment on the subs' role in the war. 
Submariners are dubbed the 
"Silent Service" because of their 
ability to roam undetected and 
hunt their prey at will. They pref- 
er to have their activities kept out 
of the limelight. 
"It's ingrained in submariners. 
Their effectiveness depends on 
them being 'the big question 
mark,'" said one Pentagon offi- 
cial. 
"A lack of fanfare is a measure 
of submariners' success," the 
official said. "The only time 
anyone would know it is there Is 
when the Tomahawk breaks the 
water." 
After launch, a solid-propellant 
booster shoots the missile into the 
sky. Then, a small turbofan en- 
gine takes over and the missile 
cruises toward its target. 
O See Subs, page 5. 
Trustee's wife dies 
Nancy R. Newlove, a University graduate and wife of Board of 
Trustees Chairperson Richard Newlove, died Thursday morning from 
cancer in Wood County Hospital. 
Newlove, a 1969 graduate, was an associate with her husband at 
Newlove Realty. Before, she had taught English in the Maumee and 
Bowling Green school systems. 
She was active in the community, participating in the Wood County 
Democratic Executive Committee, the board of the Friends of the Li- 
brary at the University, the Wood County Hospital Guild and the Bowl- 
ing Green Junior High School Parent-Teacher Association. 
Born Nancy Rohrs in 1947, she married Richard Newlove in 1968. 
She is survived by her husband; two daughters, Megan and Sarah, 
and one son, Andrew; her parents, John T. and Ruth Rohrs of De- 
fiance; three sisters, Sue Brown of East Lansing, Mich., Peggy Dorta 
of Underhill, Vt., and Judy Scott of Defiance; and one brother, John T. 
Ill of Defiance. 
The funeral will be 10:30 Saturday morning at St. Thomas More 
University Parish. Burial will be at Oak Grove Cemetary on Ridee 
Street. 
Visitation will be today 2 to 4 p.m. and 6 to 8 p.m. in Dunn Funeral 
Home. 
Memorial contributions may be made to the Nancy R. Newlove 




by Deborah Mesce 
Associated Press writer 
WASHINGTON — Illegal drug 
use among young adults declined 
again last year, continuing a dec- 
ade-long trend, but large num- 
bers of them still drink and 
smoke regularly, accordingto an 
annual survey released Thurs- 
day. 
The proportion of 1990 high 
school seniors who had ever used 
an illegal drug dropped to 47.9 
Srcent, down three points from 
e prior year's class, the federal- 
ly financed survey said. That was 
the lowest level since the survey 
began in 1975, and the first drop 
below 50 percent. 
The level was highest in 1981, at 
65.6 percent, and has dropped by 
about three points each year 
since 1988. 
Officials attributed the decline 
in the use of marijuana, cocaine 
and other illegal drugs to less 
demand, rather than a reduction 
in supply. 
"We think this is a clear result 





by Thomas W. Kelsey 
staff writer 
After a week of constant 
news coverage dedicated to 
the Gulf War, one would as- 
sume any University class- 
room would fare well on a 
map quiz of the Middle 
East. 
But according to Jeff 
Gordon, associate professor 
of geography, the results of 
an informal quiz he recently 
gave to his two Geography 
230 classes were far below 
what he expected. 
"Out of 112 students, less 
than half were able to locate 
five or more of the 13 Middle 
Eastern countries outlined 
on the map," Gordon said. 
"Overall, 65 percent of the 
combined students in both 
classes flunked the quiz, 
and less than 2 percent of 
D See Maps, page 4. See how you do on the Middle East map quiz. Answers page 4. 
USG plagued 
by infighting 
We cannot condemn a recall vote, nor can we en- 
dorse one. If students decide Kevin Coughlin is no 
longer fit to lead student "government", that is their 
choice. 
Yet, Coughlin's opponents' primary reason for sack- 
ing him seems transparent. In any case, it avoids 
USG's real crisis. 
The opposition accuses Coughlin of misspending 
funds. According to the USG constitution, any pur- 
chase of more than $50 must be approved by the gen- 
eral assembly. 
But Coughlin, who must defend large purchases from 
a |900 travel budget and a recent voting rally, says the 
money has already been allocated. 
The problem is that the USG budget is too vague for 
anyone to figure out. The $27,000 budget, as passed by 
the USG assembly, is a one page document. 
Only Coughlin and his associates specifically know 
how money is being spent; when opponents attack 
them for making purchases of more than $50, he replies 
that it has been allocated. 
What is going on here? 
Where was the general assembly when this farce of a 
budget was proposed? Only a few senators registered 
complaints about the EZ form budget before approval. 
As a result, Coughlin and his appointed cabinet have 
had free rein to spend as they saw fit [within these 
broadly defined categories, of course]. 
Coughlin, who along with cabinet cronies are the only 
ones privy to the specifics of the budget, has refused to 
reveal the real numbers. This is obviously an affront to 
a free and democratic "government." 
And Coughlin's concerns about "micromanaging" is 
a laughable stance. "Control" is a more accurate word 
— legislative control over an administration with es- 
sentially a secret budget. 
Coughlin has endorsed a constitutional revision; 
hopefully this will iron out the confusion. But no num- 
ber of constitutional conventions can fix what is really 
wrong. 
The political bullshit going on outside, inside and 
throughout USG is enough to sicken the general as- 
sembly, the student body anddefinitely this newspaper. 
Our leaders seem more concerned about ambusning 
and manipulating each other in a game of political 
chutes-and-ladders than serving students. 
Coughlin has refined manipulative tactics to an art, 
and this has always nauseated us. Now opponents are 
responding with their weak case for recall —yet Cough- 
lin has managed to lower himself even further with his 
threats to prosecute an alleged $6 theft. 
Frankly, we wonder if Undergraduate Student 
"Government," which has degenerated into a self- 
serving, impotent organization with all the merit and 
influence of Buckeye Boys State, is worth the fuss. 
Student questions 
military standards 
Within the last couple of months, I have received a great deal of 
media exposure due to the fact that I am being expelled from the Uni- 
versity's Army ROTC program because of my sexual orientation. I 
am a gay male. Those who know me find my boldness to come forth 
with my story odd since I am a rather quiet, easygoing individual. In- 
deed, the temptation to let ROTC's discriminatory act silently pass 
unnoticed entered my mind. After all, it is my private concern and no 
one else's. Why question a policy against gays serving in the military 
that originates from the Pentagon? 
Maybe, I deserved what I got. Yet, the more I entertained such 
thoughts, the more I became disgusted for it's the same reasoning 
that allows people of color, women, rape victims, etc., to be discrimi- 
nated against even in such communities as Bowling Green. People 
have an obligation to expose the darkness of all discrimination in any 
form regardless of whom it violates and to demand justice in return. 
By keeping silent, it would have eaten my conscience away and 
undermined my beliefs in what this country embodies — liberty and 
justice for everyone. 
I admit the day my story appeared in The News informing all of my 
dismissal from ROTC, I prepared myself for the worst. I mentally 
donned my battle fatigues ana reconnoitered the surrounding area for 
any disapproving glares, verbal assaults, or even physical ambush. 
To say the least, I was stressed. Much to my dismay, nothing occurred 
all day long. I woke up the next morning, noticed that I was still alive 
and intact, and let out a sigh of relief and thanked God for getting me 
through the day. 
In the following weeks, I have been inundated with positive feed- 
back from co-workers, friends, students that I have taught, fellow 
teachers in the area, people I have never met before in my life, and, 
yea, even a few supportive souls in the same institution that is giving 
me the boot. Even more encouraging is that the majority of these peo- 
ple are heterosexual in orientation. I would like to thank you all, for 
your words have meant much to me and given me more courage. 
I have always been a believer of self-education, and one must ask 
questions before answers will arise. Ask those you know in ROTC or 
others in the military why I should be barred from the program. Is 
there a valid reason why gays are denied the right to fight tor their 
country, or is their opinion tainted with homophobic prejudice? Fund- 
ed by our tax dollars, the Pentagon conducted its own studies, com- 
pleted in 1988, only to have them suppressed by the commanding offi- 
cers since the report demonstrated that gay men and women are more 
than adaptive, suitable and reliable for military service. {Noncon- 
formity Sexual Orientations and Military Suitability, Sarbln, Ph.d. 
and Karols, MD., Ph.d.]. This government document 
IPERS-TR -89-002] that contradicts its own policy is available on 
request from your state congressperson. 
Ask members of the USG Senate, headed by Kevin Coughlin, why 
they could not take a forceful stand against discrimination? Why is ft 
that members of the Graduate Student Senate could denounce injus- 
tice and USG couldn't? 
In light of Operation Desert Storm, there is a chance of the draft be- 
ing reinstated. Yet, there are close to 1,400 men and women more than 
willing to fight for their country but are expelled because of orienta- 
tion. Why draft inexperienced civilians, when there are already high- 
ly-trained gays maximizing their potential — not to mention tax- 
payers' dollars. 
As I leave, I have faith that attitudes will change as individuals be- 
come enlightened and see the Department of Defense policy for what 
it is: an outdated one fueled by discrimination. I hope that I have giv- 
en people courage to stand up against injustice and not let anyone take 
away that which is rightfully theirs. Let the revolution live on... 
JohnS.Snyder. 
senior 
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VE 60TTA 
No proof for large anti-war sentiment 
I was sitting in the newsroom 
Thursday with a dull roar be- 
tween my temples. Uncharacter- 
istically, I couldn't take a hard 
conservative stance in a column 
on the Middle East crisis and the 
confusion was tearing at my 
mind. Then, Chuck Travis wan- 
dered in and quoted a member of 
the rock band, the Eagles, "there 
are three sides to every story, my 
side, your side and the cold hard 
truth." 
In his own off-the-cuff way, he 
was right. The truth is being ma- 
nipulated these days: by the 
media, by the Pentagon, and by 
students at the University. 
For example, listening to 
WSPD 1370 on the drive to cam- 
pus Thursday morning, a discon- 
certing report aired on the 10 
a.m. newscast. 
Dave Brannen, a reporter for 
the station, stated, "anti-war sen- 
timent is growing in Northwest 
Ohio." Oh? 
Brannen did not reveal his evi- 
dence or prooAhat anti-war sen- 
timent was growing. Instead, he 
interviewed John Bernard of 
Peace Coalition to reaffirm his 
previous conclusion. You can im- 
agine what Bernard, a classic 
"blame America first" liberal, 
had to say about the Gulf War. (If 
not, check out Thursday's edito- 
rial page of The News.} 
In an interview with Brannen 
after the newscast, he said WSPD 
determined anti-war growth was 
"kinda obvious. 
"It's nothing scientific," he 
added. "You can just see some of 
the things going on in the com- 
munity. 
This response was a dis- 
appointment.   WSPD,   the   self- 





proclaimed "News Radio", is the 
?remiere AM station out of 
oledo — airing excellent talk 
radio shows and around-the-clock 
news which keeps the area in- 
formed. Listeners expect more 
thought than Brannen's casual 
observation of events occurring 
in Northwest Ohio. 
Either Brannen and WSPD 
have been duped by one of the 
loud minority such as Bernard, or 
they  do not consider Bowling 
Green part of Northwest Ohio. 
If Brannen would have driven 
by the federal building early 
Thursday afternoon, he would 
have seen a sparse gathering of 
approximately 40 people protest- 
ing the war in the Middle East. 
This count is considerably less 
than the crowds which appeared 
earlier in the conflict. 
Two hours later, Brannen 
would have seen more than 200 
supporters for the military activi- 
ties of the U.S. government hud- 
dled in the University Union 
Oval. 
I will not pretend to argue this 
simple observation as an over- 
whelming casual connection as 
Brannen did. This is an example 
of WSPD logic — using the news 
to report casual observation as 
fact. Two hundred sheep at a ral- 
ly in support of Operation Desert 
Storm is an impressive showing, 
but in actual numbers, the rally 
represented roughly 1 percent of 
the University. The press and 
broadcast media are way too 
powerful to play these association 
games. 
The ironic aspect of this misin- 
formation is that The Newsran a 
story in which University profes- 
sors were dismayed by the U.S. 
military's refusal to release per- 
tinent information. They are not 
alone. 
Dr. Dennis Hale, director of the 
School of Mass Communications, 
was quoted as wondering why the 
military would want to censor in- 
formation coming out of the 
Middle East. 
He asked, "What is the necess- 
ity of this control [military] and 
what has the press done to de- 
serve this?" My response to Dr. 
Hale is the evidence of much 
interpretation of news in the 
press and broadcast media. Es- 
pecially when the subject is the 
U.S. military. In turn, the mili- 
tary wants to censor the news. 
From their point of view, they 
cannot afford to let media cow- 
boys shoot from the hip. 
However, you get the sense that 
more is going on in the Persian 
Gulf than meets the eye. 
Dr. Hale quotes a U.S. senator 
during World War I as saying 
"The first casualty when war 
comes is truth." If WSPD and the 
Pentagon are the examples, then 
Dr. Hale is absolutely correct. 
The question is whether report- 
ing by WSPD and the Pentagon is 
the exception or the rule, and 
whether the truth will ever be dis- 
lodged from between the vice of 
the two. 
Scott Geringer is a columnist 
for The News. 
LETTERS 




Editor The News: 
I am writing to voice my con- 
cern over the event taking place 
both in the Middle East and 
within our country. There are 
many facets to the issues we are 
facing, and many different opin- 
ions leading to a lot of unneces- 
sary conflict. Many people are in 
favor of the war, but at the same 
time many are very much 
against it. I myself feel that other 
measures should have been taken 
before resorting to something so 
drastic. However, I am not writ- 
convince anyone of my 
lion on whether or not our 
ing to 
opini
country should be at war. 
I don't think any of us really 
want to be at war, but we are. 
And we now need to find some 
common ground so we can stick 
together as a nation. All of us 
want this war to end as soon as 
Cible so our troops can come 
e. We all would like to be at 
peace once again. Why then are 
we in conflict with each other? 
We all feel that our own stance 
is right and that this feeling 
comes from deep within each one 
of us. I'm not asking anyone to 
change his or her opinion, but I 
am asking everyone to consider 
that we already are at war. We 
don't need to battle it out in our 
own country. 
If you believe in the war, you 
also have the right and the duty to 
voice your beliefs. But please 
keep in mind that the rest of us 
believe in our stance just as 
strongly as you believe in yours. 
Arguing with peace protesters 
probably   will   not   change 
anyone's mind. 
A final thought to everyone. 
This war came about because two 
countries, with two different sets 
of beliefs, both thought they were 
right. Neither one really made an 
effort to understand the points the 
other was trying to express. 
Thus, we are at war. Please don't 
do the same to each other. Stop 
arguing and start listening. 
Kimberly Graw, 
Sophomore, 
Social work major 
- 
ond 
Letters to the editor 
ihould be a maximum 
of 200-300 words In 
length and should be 
typewritten. 
Send all aubmHriom 
'   Editorial Editor 
210 West Hall 
Sympathy letter 
from University President 
Paul OUcamp: 
On behalf of the Board of 
Trustees and the members 
of the University family, we 
wish to express our grief 
and sympathy for the Rich- 
ard Newlove family at the 
passing of Nancy Newlove, 
wife of Dick Newlove, 
it of the Board of 
All of the members of the 
board and the University 
administration knew 
Nancy, as did hundreds of 
the members of the Univer- 
sity family. She was a bea- 
con of good humor, keen in- 
sight and warm understand- 
ing for us all. Her happy 
participation and firm sup- 
port for the people and en- 
deavors of the University 
will be sorely missed, and 
we wish the Newlove family 
and the community at large 




THE BG NEWS Friday. January 25. 1991 
Project 90 begins its second phase Trustees refute 
by Jeremy Stone Weber 
staff writer 
Phase two of the University's 
major administrative computer 
replacement program, "Project 
90," will kick off Tuesday, while 
the first system is expected to be 
completed on schedule. 
The four-part project — ap- 
proved by the University admin- 
istration in 1989 — is designed to 
replace many central adminis- 
trative computer systems with 
families of systems from Ameri- 
can Management Systems. 
The four systems are: 
► The College and University 
Finance System. CUFS will serve 
the University's business office, 
treasurer, purchasing, inventory 
and central stores. The project 
began in March 1990 and is ex- 
pected to be completed by the 
target date of July 1. 
►The Human Resource System. 
Personnel and payroll will be 
covered by HRS, which will have 
its project kick off Tuesday. 
► The Student Information 
System, a two-part project which 
will cover registration and re- 
cords, the bursar's office, finan- 
cial aid, the graduate college, 
admissions and housing. Work on 
SIS begins in July and both 
phases should be finished by July 
1993. 
► The Development Manage- 
ment System. DMS covers the 
alumni and development areas. 
Work is expected to begin in Jan- 
uary 1993 and conclude one year 
later. 
Workers have encountered few 
problems thus far, and leaders 
are encouraged by the project's 
progress. 
"I'm extremely pleased, par- 
ticularly when one considers the 
task undertaken," said Rich 
Zera, director of Administrative 
Computer Services. "This is the 
largest major system implemen- 
tation in the history of Bowling 
Green and perhaps the United 
States." 
Total cost of the project is es- 
timated at $4.2 million, but Ron 
Lancaster, chairperson of the 
Project 90 Steering Committee, 
said the new systems will save 
the University money. 
"We would spend more than 
that getting the old software to 
work,' he said. "We're serving 
the same people we are now — 
with some additions — but we're 
Dancing In A Different Light BG Newt/ Stephanie Lewis 
Ihe University Performing Dancers rehearse lor its upcoming performances Friday ai.a Saturday 
night at 8 in Eva Marie Saint Theatre Tickets are $4 
doing it a lot more efficiently." 
Lancaster said the project will 
make the University a leader in 
interactive administrative com- 
puter systems. 
Other schools have purchased 
part of AMS' line of systems, but 
Lancaster said the University is 
the first school to implement the 
entire line. 
"This will be nice for us be- 
cause if there's a problem, we'll 
know whose fault it is," he said. 
"The students will see the Uni- 
versity as much more efficient. 
"There's been a lot of work 
with a variety of departments." 
he said. "Its gone relatively 
smoothly — more smoothly than I 
thought." 
University employees will be- 
gin training on the CUFS system 
Feb. 11, Lancaster said. 
Drugs  
i   Continued from page 1. 
of education efforts," said Dr. 
Louis Sullivan, secretary of the 
Department of Health and Hu- 
man Services. Anti-drug mes- 
sages are "convincing students 
that drugs are not a nte of pas- 
sage but a road to disaster," he 
said. 
However, "we must not lose 
sight of the fact that even today a 
significant fraction of our young 
people are involved with these 
drugs, and that there still re- 
mains much to be done," said 
Lloyd Johnston, a University of 
Michigan social scientist who was 
principle survey investigator. 
Sullivan said though "our 
efforts are paying off," the fed- 
eral government needs to fully 
pursue its anti-drug programs. 
By the time the Class of 1990 
graduated, nearly half of them 
had used an illicit drug at least 
once, one-third reported drinking 
heavily within the prior two 
weeks and one in five smoked 
cigarettes daily, the survey 
showed. 
The survey was conducted by 
the University of Michigan's In- 
stitute for Social Research with 
financing from the National Insti- 
tute on Drug Abuse. 
senate complaints 
by Jeremy Stone Weber 
staff writer 
University Board of Trustees 
members countered statements 
made Tuesday by Faculty Sena- 
tor Elliot Blinn, denying allega- 
tions the board refused to work 
with former senate officers. 
At Tuesday's senate meeting, 
Blinn attempted to patch up sen- 
ate-board relations by asking the 
board to define its policy for 
working with senate chairper- 
sons. Blinn said he requested 
clarification because the board 
refused to work with former sen- 
ate chairperson Ann-Marie Lan- 
caster last January. 
In return, Blinn said the senate 
may consider withdrawing a 
complaint to state officials con- 
cerning the trustees alleged ac- 
tions in return. 
"We need somebody to ask the 
trustees to clarify their stand on 
this relationship," he said Tues- 
day. "I thought the trustees were 
smart enough to take care of this 
on their own, but obviously not." 
Trustee members reacted 
strongly, saying they always 
have been willing to recognize 
senate officers and will continue 
to do so. 
"I think this whole thing is a 
figment of Elliot's imagination," 
said Trustee Chairperson Rich- 
ard Newlove. "We nave always 
recognized the [chairperson) of 
Faculty Senate. There's never 
been any question about that. 
"This is like the big lie — they 
think if they say it enough times, 
people will believe it. It's getting 
a little tiresome." 
However, Newlove said some 
trustees may have expressed a 
personal displeasure with Lan- 
caster, but no one said they would 
not deal with her as a senate rep- 
resentative. 
The board does not intend to is- 
sue a statement clarifying its po- 
"It'stoolateto 
bargain. I'm not 
confident any deal 
could be broken and 
I'm not sure any deal 
should be broken." 
--Elliot Blinn. faculty 
senator 
sition.hesaid. 
Trustee Virginia Platt said no 
trustee members refused to work 
with Lancaster, but suggested a 
clarification by the trustees may 
be helpful in improving senate- 
board relations. 
"I think that would be very 
good — I would like to see that,' 
she said. 
Trustee secretary Lester Bar- 
ber said he believes the trustees 
will not define their position in 
order to stop the senate's com- 
Slaint — which will be sent to the 
hio Board of Regents Chancel- 
lor and the attorney general soon. 
"It's too late to bargain," he 
said. "I'm not confident any deal 
could be broken and I'm not sure 
any deal should be broken. I think 
the   trustees  have  made their 
Kiace with this and I think both 
e   attorney   general   and   the ; 
chancellor will be greatly puzzled 
by this." 
Newlove said the board does 
not consider the senate's com- 
plaint —stipulated in a recent 
senate resolution — a threat. 
"They can do what they want 
to," he said. "I don't think the 
board has been overly disturbed 
by this." 
Lancaster declined to comment 
at this time. Last year she 
claimed the trustees and Univer- 
sity President Paul Ulscamp re- 
fused to work with her, an allega- 
tion Olscamp also denied. 
Time Is Running Out 
Only 5 days 
remain for 
senior portraits! 
Last chance May grads! 
Appointments are tilling fast, 
con't be left out!! 
walk-ins accepted 9-11 a.m. and 1-4 p.m. 
Call The KEY at 372-8086 or stop by our office at 28 West Hall. 
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Scholarship helps 
seniors interested 
in public affairs 
by Brenda Borman 
writer 
University undergraduate stu- 
dents have the opportunity to 
gain $1,900 toward their tuition 
next year through the Frazier 
Reams Public Affairs Under- 
graduate Fellowship. 
Applicants must be rising 
seniors with a minimum 3.2 GPA, 
who are planning to pursue ca- 
reers In public affairs. 
Jim wilcox, graduate coor- 
dinator of the department of 
interpersonal and public com- 
munication said a variety of stu- 
dents from various majors have 
previously received the schol- 
arship. 
"Awards given in the past have 
been to students in many 
different majors. If the student 
can convince us that their future 
plans will entail some form of 
public affairs, then they will be 
considered," he explained. "We 
think that this is one of the most 
prestigious undergraduate schol- 
arships available/' 
Frazier Reams was a lawyer 
from Toledo who served on the 
Board of Trustees at the Univer- 
sity from 1950-57. He was also a 
congressman for Ohio's 5th Dis- 
trict in 1950. Through a $105,000 
donation by Mrs. Frazier Reams 
Sr. and Frazier Reams Jr., who 
also was a member of the Board 
in the early '80s, a maximum 
of five awards have been given 
out each year since 1974. The 
quality of the applicants deter- 
mines if all five scholarships will 
be given in one year. 
The deadline to apply is Mar. 1 
and applications are available 
from the office of the president 
for University relations in the 
Alumni Center. 
Caution urged in 
right-to-life bill 
by John Chalfant 
Associated Press writer 
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COLUMBUS — The Ohio Right 
to Life Society asked a Senate 
einel Thursday to scrap its fast- 
ack timetable for action on pro- 
posed  "living  will"  legislation 
and give the measure careful 
consideration. 
Mark Lally, the group's vice 
Eresident for legislation, objected 
i the speed with which the Sen- 
ate intends to handle the bill. 
Lally testified at the first of two 
hearings scheduled before the 
Reference and Oversight Com- 
mittee. Backers of the measure 
said it had been tentatively 
scheduled for a floor vote next 
Wednesday. 
Lally said a reasonable oppor- 
tunity should be provided for cir- 
culation of the bill and for interest 
groups and individuals to provide 
testimony. 
"We would strongly urge you to 
give this a more normal life 
span," he said. 
Sen. Eugene Watts, R-Colum- 
bus. the committee chairperson, 
said later the committee may or 
may not vote on the bill as sched- 
uled Tuesday. 
"I think that we should be hon- 
est and say to ourselves that if 
this committee's members have 
doubts about some of the lan- 
guage of the bill, since most of us 
USG  
for the first time got to see the 
substitute bill [Thurs- 
day lmorning, that it's always, I 
think, to the discretion of a com- 
mittee to not hold a vote," Watts 
said in an interview. 
"Points have been raised. 
Points need to be considered. I 
think we have time to do that. But 
I am not necessarily promising 
that a vote will be taken Tues- 
day," he said. 
Lally was the only opponent at 
a hearing in which witnesses rep- 
resenting the Ohio State Medical 
Association and the Ohio State 
Bar Association voiced support 
for the measure that both groups 
helped to write. The Ohio Catholic 
Conference appeared as an inter- 
ested party, and said it would not 
oppose the bill. 
Sponsored by Sen. Betty Mont- 
gomery, R-Perrysburg. the bill 
would allow adults to declare in 
legal documents whether life- 
sustaining treatment should be 
withheld if they become terminal- 
ly ill and are no longer able to 
make their views known. 
Once a patient was determined 
to be in a terminal condition and 
unable to make health care de- 
cisions, the doctor would be re- 
quired to notify anyone designat- 
ed in the living will, or the high- 
est-priority family member 
available, that the patient's con- 
dition had triggered the docu- 
ment's provisions. 
G Continued from page 1. 
However, he did say "[USG] is 
considering making legal and 
University disciplinary charges 
against Rice and the College De- 
mocrats." 
USG internal affairs committee 
chairman David Darcy said the 
copies produced by Rice were for 
use by the College Democrats and 
his unauthorized use of the USG 
access code constitutes a viola- 
tion of University student code 
and Ohio state criminal code. 
"Dave Rice violated student 
code by making those copies and 
under the organizational accoun- 
tability provision in the student 
code, the College Democrats 
[also will] be held responsible 
because Rice is their treasurer," 
Darcy said. 
University student code pro- 
vides for a maximum penalty of 
dismissal for an individual guilty 
of unauthorized use of property 
and for termination of University 
recognition of an organization 
guilty of a violation of the Code. 
USG finance committee chair- 
person Kevin McCallum said re- 
cords show the USG copy expen- 
ditures are $400 over budget. 
"USG is unaware of where the 
copies were made and where they 
have  gone,"   he said. 
Rice said he had made 50 co- 
pies, or approximately $6 worth, 
of a handbill containing several 
statements regarding the expen- 
diture of USG funds [by Cough- 
lin |. He said he used the USG ac- 
cess code and planned to repay 
USG at the next general assem- 
bly meeting. 
"I admit I've done wrong and I 
have since submitted a check for 
$5 to USG," Rice said. 
Coughlin filed a police report 
with campus police Thursday 
morning detailing the unauthor- 
ized use of a copier and stated the 
alleged suspect had paid part of 
the expenses and owed $1. 
Rice denied accusations that 
the copies were serving the pur- 
poses of the College Democrats. 
Rice said although he planned 
to resign from USG for family 
BO News/Jay Murdock 
Sophomore communication disorders major Martho Vost shows 
her support for the troops involved in Operation Desert Storm. Fel- 
low supporter Jennifer Postance said. "There is never a better 
lime for us to be united than now." 
Rally  
Continued from page 1. 
"Anything our government does we should be behind," he 
said. "Anything. 
"We might make this an everyday thing if they [peace acti- 
vists] keep it up. I don't think they'll be able to go out [and 
protest] without being heckled," Timura said. 
Burton said peace activists and others who disagree with U.S. 
military involvement have every right to protest, but added "I 
think the time for protest was before the war." 
Flags were distributed and "Desert Storm" T-shirts were be- 
ing sold for $10, with 20 percent of each sale going to the Ameri- 
can Red Cross. 
Maps 
Continued from page 1. 
■   the students earned a per- reasons, the copier incident did   ,   . , 
"play a small part" in hi« ml* 
R.E. Management 
offering various locations 
CALL 352-9302 
Featuring:   CAMPUS MANOR 
505 Clough SI. 
Includes:    2 Bedrooms. Furnished 
Heat, A/C. water. 
Sewage,  rrash 
Hours: M-F 8-5 
Sot 9-3 
113 Railroad Street 
nation. 
The College Democrats and 
Rice may face defamation of 
character charges, Coughlin 
said, for the statements which al- 
legedly appear on the handbill 
copied by Rice. 
Numerous   fliers   have   been 
ture, he said. 
"What this country is dealing 
with is an acute sense of ethno- 
centrism, or the arrogant belief 
that our culture is superior to 
other countries and therefore, 
these countries should be looking 
at us and not vice versa," he ex- 
plained. "This is an embarrass- 
ment. How can we prepare for the 
Gordon said he believes the pop 
3uiz was a fair representation of 
le University student body be- 
cause the course is not required 
and the  grade  levels in  both 
classes ranged from freshman to 
senior status. 
The results of the quiz, accord- 
posted around campus question- £8to Gordon, reflect not.only the   tuiure  iwe Know notnuu 
S  rouPhlin's   snendine   iude- student body, but the nation's at-   the countries of the world? 
mint sulgiTttag ffe USG Presl titude as a whole. This indicates      Because of a boom in tn 
dent nmlSr county coroner, and "hat he refers to as "place un- 
consciousness"   —   a   national 
trend of geographical ignorance 
of other countries. 
This trend could steer the 
United States into some serious 
international problems in the fu- 
other derogatory comments. 
Rice said because he has not 
distributed any of the handbills 
copied, he does not think any 
charges of defamation could stem 
from their content. 
Al-     Al     Al-     M     A|-     AC     Al      AT     Al     Al'     AT     Al'     Al'     Al     \V     Al'     Al 
I            Delta Gamma Congratulates            I 
1                     their new officiers 
President                                                                                 Sarah Fulton 
V.P. Chapter Programming                                                       Kim Graf 
V.P. Pledge Education                                                             Dawn Ingram 
V.P. Rush                                                                                Joanna Lammy 
M        V.P Scholarship                                                                       Ftobyn Asendorf 
Sr. Panhellenic Delegate                            KJl                        Sheridan Pagan 
Recording Secretary                            [T^BHl                  Ginger Rolli 
Treasurer                                                   ESJr                       Stacy Kauffman 
House Manager                                  ^aBLef                  Tlffanv Beattv 
Corresponding Secretary                       il                             Jenny Frangos 
Rituals                                                 W ^ 1 1 ■                  Aimee Sproul 
social                                              (K      ^■■■p^F     A           Brenda Schein 
Foundation                                  W^.       !£1     /ffl          Heather Brazik 
Anchora/Public Relations             ^^Ji^^^y           Jenifer Slack 
Activities                                                 ^^^2L0r                    Anna Kirbabas 
Historian                                                     "^                        Carol Thein 
Song Chair                                                                               Megan Bauman 
Columnae                                                                                 Kelley Burney 
Jr. Panhellenic Delegate                                                           jane Kilgore 
FALCON HOCK6V 
On WBGU - 88.1 FM 
£ UIL. § FLAMES 
Listen as the Falcon Skaters attempt to end their 
skid against the Flames.  Airtime 7:45 each night. 
transpor- 
tation and communication tech- 
nologies during the last 20 years, 
and a surge of world-wide inter- 
dependence, Gordon said not a 
single country is capable of prac- 
ticing autarchy — or the state of 
being self-sufficient. 
"The Germans tried to be au- 
tarchic and the Soviet Union at- 
tempted this for nearly 45 years. 
Both were unsuccessful," he said. 
"As the United States becomes 
more and more dependent on im- 
ported resources, it's to our ad- 
vantage to educate ourselves of 
the world's cultural diversity." 
1. Egypt 8. Jordan 
2. Israel S. Saudi Arabia 
3. Lebanon 10. Kuwait 
4. Syria 11. United Arab 
S.Turkey Emirates 
6.Iran 12. Oman 
7. Iraq IS. Yemen 
FRAZIER REAMS FELLOWSHIPS 
FOR RISING SENIORS WITH INTEREST IN PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
EACH FELLOWSHIP AMOUNT IS $1,500 
Deadline:  Friday, March 1, 1991 
The Frazier Reams Public Affairs Undergraduate Fellowship Program was 
established in 1973 in recognition of Frazier Reams, Sr. and his distinguished 
service in the broadcasting industry as a member of Congress and as a 
Trustee of Bowling Green State University. 
Five Fellowships may be granted annually to rising seniors who intend to 
pursue careers in public affairs (speech communication, broadcasting, 
journalism, political or governmental service, public health, community 
service, law or some other public affairs field).   A rising senior is a student 
with a minimum G.P.A.   of   3.2   who will attend BGSU for two semesters of 
his/her senior year, and will graduate no sooner than May 1992.   Each fellow 
will receive $1,500.   The selection of fellows will be based on an initial screening 
process and further review which may include personal interviews. 
The application form and all support materials, including letters of 
recommendation, must be submitted to the University Relations Office, 
Mileti Alumni Center by 4 p.m., Friday, March 1, 1991. 
Applications are available in the University Relations Office, Mileti Alumni 
Center: School of Mass Communications, 302 West Hall; and the Political 
Science Department,  115 Williams Hall. 
THE BG NEWS Friday, January 25, 1991 
New dropout prevention 
program acquires grant 
BLOTTER 
■*■ 
by Morrella Raleigh 
staff writer 
The College of Education and Allied Professions, 
along with Findlay City and Hancock County 
schools, have received a $261,077 grant for an in- 
novative dropout program called the Collaborative 
Literacy Intervention Project. 
Project CLIP is designed to prevent dropouts by 
early intervention. 
The program assumes dropout potential begins 
in elementary school which is where intervention 
must begin, said Assistant Professor of Educa- 
tion/Curriculum and Instruction Jacquelin Os- 
borae. 
Osborne designed the program with Findlay 
Superintendent Jan Patton and Assistant Superin- 
tendent Kevin Bright. 
"We want to make sure kids are adequately pre- 
pared in reading and writing skills. Those who are 
not performing at an average level are the group 
that is always at risk," she said. 
The grant was awarded by the Division of Inser- 
vice Education, a part of the Ohio Department of 
Education. 
"The state called for proposals of projects to de- 
velop activities between local educational agen- 
cies, universities and/or local businesses," Os- 
borne said. 
"We are trying to develop a model that other 
people can use." Osborne said. 
Six elementary school teachers from Findlay 
Public and Hancock County schools have been 
chosen to implement the program. 
The teachers are doing graduate studies in read- 
ing while they work on Project CLIP. 
"It's wonderful to work for a master's while 
working on something that is worthwhile," parti- 
cipant Becky Vermilhon said. 
^'There are so many children that are falling 
through the cracks, we need a positive way to help 
the children and the teachers," teacher Kathy 
Conine said. 
Project CLIP will include a 10-week Saturday 
morning program and a two-week summer pro- 
gram for first through third graders, participant 
Kim Pettys said. 
The students will be tutored by certified teach- 
ers and their parents will be taught strategies to 
help at home, teacher and participant Barb Math- 
eny said. 
"Parents must be willing to participate," Math- 
enysaid. 
The other participants are Lori Beth Bumside 
and Bonnie Quinlan. 
The teachers are now recruiting tutors and iden- 
tifying at-risk students to participate in the pro- 
gram. 
"There will probably be 60-100 students in each 
session," Methany said. 
The grant runs out after next fall, Osborne said. 
"Hopefully, we will be able to track these stu- 
dents to see what happens to them," she said. "We 
hope to develop expertise of faculty and benefit the 
community," Osborne said. 
"We want to serve as a resource library [for col- 
leagues]," Conine said. 
The group will be presenting the plans and out- 
comes of the project at conferences, Pettys said. 
The teachers are also supervising a group of 
University junior and senior elementary education 
majors who are teaching in local schools and who 
will serve as project assistants, Osborne said. 
■Jeffrey G. Grabowski, Elma, 
N.Y., was cited for underage con- 
sumption in University Lot A last 
Thursday morning. 
■Craig T. Recker, Findlay, O., 
was cited for disorderly conduct 
in Lot A last Thursday morning 
.■City police seized one and 
one-half pounds of cocaine in the 
basement of a Toledo home with 
the help of a city's drug-sniffing 
dog last Friday. 
■ Carnell Gray Jr., Toledo, was 
cited for open container in Lot 13 
Saturday morning. 
■Terry J. Myers, Toledo, was 
cited for open container in Lot 13 
Saturday morning. 
■Brian A. Moss, Toledo, was 
cited for open container in Lot 13 
Saturday morning. 
■ Kenee J. Sanfilippo, Wapa- 
koneta, 0., was cited for 
underage consumption in the 
Union Oval Saturday morning. 
■A female reported three 
males made sexual advances 
toward her when she was walking 
on Wooster Street Saturday 
morning. The men left when 
other people noticed the incident. 
■Four residents of the North 
Maple Street area reported their 
windows were shot out with a BB 
gun Saturday. 
■A resident of the 200 block of 
South Summit Street reported the 
driver's side window of his vehi- 
cle was shot out with a BB gun 
Saturday. Damage was esti- 
mated at $215. 
■A resident of the 200 block of 
Mercer Road reported someone 
broke into a storage closet out- 
Subs  
:   Continued from page 1. 
Making use of the pinpoint ac- 
curacy of the relatively slow- 
flying, computerized Toma- 
hawks, the subs have been direct- 
ing the missiles against strategic 
targets, such as suspected chem- 
ical weapons facilities, the sour- 
ces said. With a conventional 
warhead, the missiles have a 
range of about 700 miles. 
The missiles, introduced into 
the submarine fleet in 1988, were 
launched from battleships in the 
Persian Gulf the first night of the 
war. 
Since then, Tomahawks have 
been fired from cruisers and des- 
troyers as well, in the Mediter- 
ranean and Red seas, one source 
said. 
+ 
American Red Cross 
ANOTHER 1APVANTAGE 
To All Bowling Green Students 
Sohio Procare is offering you 
LUBE, OIL, & FILTER for 
$15.95 
and $5.00 worth of free gas 
between the hours of 5 - 9 pm 
Call or Stop by 
Offer Expires        for an appointment 
2/28/91 
GSS    GSS    GSS    GSS    GSS    GSS    GSS    GSS 
ATTENTION 
GRADUATE STUDENTS 
Graduate Student Senate needs to fill 2 
rcps-at-large positions. These are the 
only positions which have the right to 
vote on both G. S. S. executive council 
and general assembly. For more 
information please call the G. S. S. 
office at 372-2426 
GSS    GSS    GSS    GSS    GSS    GSS    GSS    GSS 
Enjoy Better Living in '91 With 
PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO. 
All residents will have membership 
priviledges to Cherry wood Health Spa 
FEATURES 
2 bedroom- l'/j baths 
Furnished- Wall to wall carpet 
Extra large closets- Linen closet 
Gas heat and cooking 
Laundry areas in each building 




Rental Office located at Cherrywood 
Health Spa 
9:00-4:30 
phone:   352-9378 Monday-Friday 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
Proudly Presents Their 
1991 Executive Officers 
<i>A $A 
President Mike  Maruna 
VP Internal Chris Creed 
VP External Frank Muscarello 
Treasurer Dan Foreman 
Asst. Treasurer Mike Marino 
Pledge Ed. Christian Iantoni 
Recorder Kent Underwood 
Correspondent Ken Sorensen 
<i>A SA 




Baseball   Football 
Hockey   Basketball 
Most Items 
IN STOCK 
' Complete sets of card holders, 
pages, and price guides' 
Smith's 
1055 N. Main St. 
352-4324 
Mon & Thure. 9am-8pm 
Tues. Wed. and Fri. 9am-5pm 
Sat. 9am-3pm 
On your list of things to do make sure to stop 
in at University Village 
& 
University Courts Apts. 
They are now renting! 
• 1 and 2 Bedroom apartments 
• 9 and 12 month leases 
• Heat, water, cooking, and sewer included 
• Central air 
• No pets please 
Walking Distance To Campus! 
(419) 352-0164 H 
* 
Clough & Mercer 
Bowling Green 
side his apartment sometime dur- 
ing Christmas break. A computer 
printer and a set of speakers were 
reported missing. Loss was esti- 
mated at$650. 
■A 14-year-old male juvenile 
was cited for underage consump- 
tion at the corner of North Grove 
and Dill streets Saturday even- 
ing. 
■A 15-year-old male juvenile 
was cited for underage consump- 
tion at the corner of North Grove 
and Dill streets Saturday even- 
ing. 
■A 17-year-old male juvenile 
was cited for underage consump- 
tion at the corner of North Grove 
and Dill streets Saturday even- 
ing. 
■A vehicle was stolen from The 
First Federal Savings and I/oan, 
124 E. Court Street, Sunday even- 
ing. It was later recovered behind 
the Wash House, 250 N. Main St. 
■University police responded 
to a fight in Conklin Hall wnere a 
student and a hall advisor were 
injured by an out-of-town visitor 
Sunday afternoon. 
■A briefcase, cassette tapes 
and miscellaneous items were 
stolen from a locked vehicle in 
the McFall Center parking lot 
Sunday afternoon. I-oss was es- 
timated at $92. 
■A radar detector was stolen 
from a vehicle in the Alumni 
Center parking lot Sunday after- 
noon. Loss was estimated at $107. 
■Insurance papers, registra- 
tion papers and a title were stolon 
from a vehicle parked in Lot M 
Sunday afternoon. Loss was es- 
timated at $50. 
■The rear window of a car was 
broken out while parked beside 
the Phi Kappa Tau Fraternity 
house Monday morning. 
■City police responded to a 
loud music complaint in the 1500 
block of East Wooster Street 
Monday morning. 
■City police responded to a 
loud music complaint in the 600 
block of Frazee Avenue Monday 
morning. 
■A resident of the 500 block Of 
West Gypsy Lane Road reported 
she was assaulted by a male in 
her home Tuesday morning. 
■Dennis A. Leisenring, Find- 
lay, O., was cited for DUI 
Wednesday morning. 
■A Univeristy student reported 
his coat was stolen from Mark's 
Pizza Pub, 532 E. Wooster St., 
Wednesday afternoon. 
FALCON BnSK€TBM.l 
On LUBGU - 88.1 FM 
# 
Catch Falcon basketball as the men and women 
travel to Kent State to battle the Flashes at 5:00 Sat. 
GUARANTEED SATISFACTION: At Ranch Sleak & Sealood our number one 
goal is your complete satisfaction We are committed to providing you the 
best quality and freshest ingredients at very competitive prices If you are 
dissatisfied with a meal at our restaurant, we will replace it with another of 
equal value at no charge The management 
LIMITED TIME ONLY! 
NO COUPON NEEDED 
Includes baked potato, garlic 
toast and the nearly 100 item 
all-you-can-eat Ranch 
Buffet'n'Sundae Bar" 77 
IrWA +**- 
STEAK & SEAFOOD 
E. Wooster across Irom Doyt Perry Stadium - Phone 352-0461 
3 BONUS FAMILY COUPONS 
Hi  EXPIRES: 
I- ,1/31/91 FAST LUNCH! 
$099 All-you-can-eat Ranch Lunch Buffet n' Sundae 
L>  Bar 11 AM til 4 PM 
Mon. thru Fri. 2 











Bar 4 PM til 9 PM 
Mon. thru Fri 3 




i J: MM 
CHICKEN BREAST 
DINNER    $ 
L? Coupon ftoofl 10' jnt par*, w« Cjnnol t* used m corto 
Includes baked 
potato, hot garlic 
toast and Ranch 
Buffet n' Sundae Bar 
n witn *>i otw coupon o' ancoum oitti In not included \ 
Fuday. Januaiv 25. 1991 THE BG NEWS 
Falcons look to redeem 
themselves against Kent 
by Todd Herzog 
sports writer 
Suddenly, the MAC-preseason 
favorite Falcons find themselves 
In a hole that has BG head coach 
Jim Larranaga searching for an- 
swers. 
"We have to show a greater 
commitment to playing for 40 
minutes," said Larranaga. 
The Falcons' second-half col- 
lapses were evident in the last 
two games in which the Falcons 
watched 17-point leads slip away. 
"We have shown signs of real 
quality play in the first half, but 
we need to maintain that aggres- 
siveness and intensity and put a 
purpose into our play the rest of 
thegame," said Larranaga. 
The Falcons have shown some 
signs of their pre-season billing 
as displayed in their Dec. 1 vic- 
tory against Michigan State. BG 
looks to regain this same inten- 
sity throughout their remaining 
10 conference games. 
The next foe on the list is Kent 
State [ 1-5 Mid-American Confer- 
ence. 7-8 overall). The Golden 
Flashes enter Saturday's game 
with a five-game losing streak, 
and the second-best defense in the 
MAC. 
"Kent's strength is their ability 
to play a consistent, controlled 
half-court game," Larranaga 
said. 
The Falcons must control the 
tempo of the same by shutting 
down the superb guard tandem of 
6-3 junior Mike Klinzing and 5-10 
junior Tony Watson. 
Guard Clinton Venable is ques- 
tionable entering the game after 
suffering an injury Wednesday. 
"It's still to early to tell," Lar- 
ranaga said about Venable's sta- 
tus. Venable sustained a groin 
pull attempting to drive to the 
basket Wednesday night against 
Toledo. He also is suffering from 
a strained back that requires 
heavy taping before the games. 
If that's not enough, Joe Moore 
is also reeling from minor toe 
surgury earlier this week which 
limitea his time in the UT game. 
Moore then injured his shoulder 
after his thunderous dunk in the 
first half of the game. 
The game will be played Satur- 
day night at 7:30 in Kent State's 
Memorial Gym. 
************************************* 
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CREATIVE and CARING 
STUDENTS. . . THE OPPORTUNITY 
OF A LIFETIME AWAITS YOU! 
IF YOU HAVE SKILLS IN LEADERSHIP, 
HUMAN RELATIONS, MASS MEDIA, THEATER, GRAPHIC} 
ARTS, WRITING, OR OTHER SKILLS CONSIDER 
BEING A PART OF THE STEP 1 
(STUDENTS TOGETHER EDUCATING PEERS) 
TEAM OF PEER LEADERS 
GAIN EXPERIENCE IN DEVELOPING 
PRESENTATIONS, PUBLIC RELATIONS, 
CREATING NEW MATERIALS, & MUCH MORE!!! 
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE 
JANUARY 15-FEBRUARY 1 
THE PREVENTION CENTER: FOR ALCOHOL & 
OTHER DRUG ABUSE 310 STUDENT SERVICE 
(372-2130) 
APPLICATIONS MUST BE RETURNED BY FEBRUARY 1! 
BG to play 
fast-paced 
Kent State 
by Jamie Joss 
assistant sports editor 
BG News/ Eric Mull 
Ed Colbert and the Falcons will try to rebound against Kent State's 
Golden Flashes Saturday night at 7:30 p.m. BG enters the contest with 
a 3-3 record In the MAC, while Kent stands at 1-6. 
DON'T CAUSE THE END OF A FRIENDSHIP 
DON'T DRINK AND DRIVE 
No snow lob 
Leave your snow shovel behind when 
you rent a warm, cozy l or 2 bedroom 
maintenance free apartment at 
WINTHROP TERRACE 
APARTMENTS. 
Let somebody else shovel snow 
and mow the lawn - you've got 
better things to do! 
iHintliniy terrace 
Apartments 
Cowboy boots and holsters 
aren't usually part of a basketball 
game. 
But BG will have to use these 
items against the run-and-gun 
Loyola Marymount-version of 
women's basketball Saturday as 
it travels to Kent State for a 5:15 
p.m. tip-off. 
The Flashes are averaging an 
incredible 97.2 points per game 
and allowing an equally stunning 
96.1 ppg. 
Although KSU's style has been 
consistent in scoring points, it 
hasn't proven this style will 
guarantee victories for the Fla- 
shes. 
After a 90-86 loss to Central 
Michigan Wednesday night, the 
Flashes dropped to 3-3 in the Mid- 
American Conference and 9-7 
overall. KSU maintains a re- 
spectable 3-2 record in Memorial 
Gym (6,034). 
The main test for the Falcons 
won't be stamina, although it 
should figure into the contest. BG 
will be tested with Kent's ability 
to convert baskets from beyond 
the three-point arc. 
The Flashes average 24 shots 
from three-point land a game and 
are leading the MAC in threes 
made. 
Although Kent's defense on 
paper may not look that intidi- 
mating allowing a MAC-high 96.1 
ppg, it has been forcing a whop- 
ping 32 turnovers per game and 
will be a true test of the BG ball- 
handling skills. 
But another minus for the Fla- 
shes, is its defense holding oppo- 
nents to 49 percent from the 
field. 
Kent's 6-2 junior forward Ann 
Forbes leads the MAC in scoring 
with 20 points per game and pulls 
down 8.5 boards per contest. Kent 
also boasts three other players in 
double figures. Guards Michelle 
Burden and Kathy Carroll score 
16.1 and 13.3 ppg respectively, 
and center Tracey Lynn averages 
14.5 with a MAC- leading 9.7 rpg. 
The Falcons (3-3 MAC, 7-10 
overall) haven't experienced 
much trouble against the Flashes 
as they hold a 21-8 series advan- 
tage since the 1973-74 season and 
puts a 12-game winning streak on 
the line Saturday. 
Sophomore forward Andrea 
Nordmann remains the force on 
the blocks leading BG in points 
and rebounds per game, 11.9 ppg 
and 7.5 rpg. 
Senior forward Heather Fin- 
frock is still experiencing lower 
back spasms, but it wasn't that 
obvious from her recent 14 point 
and six rebound performance 
against UT. 
"(The back) has been hurting 
me since the Ohio game. I've 
been going to the training room 
and have been doing a lot of 
stretching for it," Finfrock said. 
Also, senior forward Traci 
Gorman (l-of-8 from the floor) 
and senior guard Wanda Lyle 
(1-for-ll) are looking to rebound 
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Falcons attempt to break skid 
Hockey team travels to Chicago to face eighth-place Flames 
by Charles Toil 
editorial editor 
It's late January and something isn't the same on campus. 
The Arctic-like BG wind still freezes faces on campus. The slush 
still turns to mud and the food in the cafeteria still tastes the same no 
matter how much salt you put on it. 
No, this change is a little more subtle. A Bowling Green native 
might even term it, "unthinkable." 
The hockey team is dangling near parts unknown to even some of its 
oldest fans — the cellar. 
After an nifty 12-5-2 start, the Falcons ride a school-record 10-game 
losing streak into Chicago for its weekend series against the Flames. 
Both games start at 8:00 p.m. EST in UIC's 8,802-seat Pavillion. 
BG [11-15-2 overall, 9-13-12 in the CCHA] is alone in sixth place, two 
points behind fifth-place Western Michigan and three points behind 
fourth-place Michigan State. 
Only 13 points separate BG from last-place Miami, seven less than 
the 20 points it yields to CCHA-leader Lake Superior. 
"We had to re-evaluate our goals," BG head coach Jerry York said. 
"We can't win the conference title or finish second, but we still want to 
capture home ice for the plavoffs." 
Finding an explanation tor the slide hasn't been hard for York. 
Finding a solution is another story. 
"We have to work on getting our confidence back and we can do that 
by scoring goals," York said. "We're the same team that was winning 
earlier in the season, but we're just not putting the puck in the net." 
Opponents have outscored BG in the last 10 games, 62-22. The Fal- 
cons' goal scoring has dropped to a lowly 2.2 goals per game during 
that span, compared to 3.4 gpg during their first 19 games. 
Goaltending has taken a beating also. The netminders average has 
jumped almost two goals a game during the winless drought. 
"In football," York said. "You're not going to throw a touchdown 
pass unless you know you can do it. In basketball, you're not going to 
shoot a three-pointer unless you know you can make it. The same 
principles apply to hockey. 
"We have to work on going to the net harder, getting quality shots 
and working hard to get those shots off." 
University of Illinois-Chicago head coach Larry Pedrie said he 
doesn't understand why the Falcons are slumping, yet he isn't going to 
let it disillusion him from what he knows is a talented team. 
"They got the people to make up one of the best power play units in 
the league," Pedrie said. "Yet, when a team starts losing, they lose 
that confidence that helps its game." 
With Miami only four points behind UIC [7-18-1,5-18-1] in the battle 
for the final playoff spot, Pedrie said his team knows the importance 
of this series. 
"This is a monumental series," Pedrie said. "With four more 
league games on the road at Lake Superior and Michigan State, we 





by Glen Lubbert 
sports writer 
Even though the home court 
advantage didn't help the men's 
basketball team this week, the 
women's gymnastics team is hop- 
ing for some of that hosting luck 
tonight when it takes on the Uni- 
versity of Michigan at 6:30 in Ep- 
pler North. 
"The home advantage will def- 
initely be a help," coach Charles 
Simpson said. "It helps in all 
sports, especially gymnastics." 
Senior captain Nikki Condon 
agreed. "It's really going to help 
because we're really not sure 
about the Michigan squad." 
The Falcons will be walking 
into this meet unaware of the qua- 
lities the Wolverines possess. 
"We have no idea about Michi- 
gan," Simpson said. "We haven't 
seen them for four or five years. 
It's a new coach, and they're a 
Big Ten school. It's going to be 
tough." 
Even though Michigan is a Big 
Ten school, Condon feels the Fal- 
cons can compete with the Wol- 
verines, citing last week's 
183.70-180.00 loss to University of 
Kentucky as an example of their 
ability. 
"Even though we lost by three, 
our meet against Kentucky 
showed us that we weren't as far 
behind as we thought we were," 
Condon said. "We can compete 
with the big schools and we know 
that they're not out of our 
league." 
O See Oymnottlct, page 8. 
Swimmers face rival MU 
by Kevin Cummlngs 
sports writer 
Bowling Green swimming; the 
only game in town. Well not ex- 
actly, but they are the only Fal- 
con team to be competing at 
home this weekend. 
Both the men and women take 
on their arch-rival on Saturday 
afternoon, and no, it's not the 
Toledo Rockets. 
The Miami Redskins invade 
Cooper Pool in what most BG 
swimmers consider their biggest 
dual meet of the season. The 
women's meet begins at 2 p.m., 
while the men take to the water at 
5 p.m. 
"We'd really like to have a big 
crowd on hand," head coach 
Brian Gordon said. "It [a big 
crowd] really adds to our home 
pool advantage." 
"This is definitely our biggest 
meet of the season," Trish Klas- 
meier said. "The more people we 
have there, the better. The crowd 
gives us a psychological edge." 
"This is such a big meet, that 
I've been nervous since Mon- 
day," Klasmeier added. "Norma- 
lly I'm not nervous until right be- 
fore the race." 
The men are coming off a fifth- 
place finish in the All-Ohio Invita- 
tional, where only a disappointing 
ending kept them from capturing 
third. Meanwhile, the Falcon 
women posted an impressive sec- 
ond-place finish in the same 
meet. 
The Redskin men enter the 
meet with a veteran lineup [20 re- 
turning letterwinners], and a 6-3 
overall record [2-0 in conference 
action]. The women return 15 let- 
ter recipients but have yet to win 
a meet. 
BG's men's squad is still 
searching for their winning com- 
bination and will be hard pressed 
to find it against a Miami team 
that figures to challenge Eastern 
Michigan for the conference 
crown. 
Just the opposite is true in the 
women's race. The Falcons are in 
the hunt for the MAC title, while 
MU is simply trying to erase the 
zero that sits in its win column. 
Dave Dixon leads the Redskin 
with three of the MAC's 1990-91 
best times. His records are in the 
200 butterfly, 200 breaststroke, 
and the 200 individual medley. 
Brian Davis is second in the con- 
ference in the 500 freestyle, and 
the 400 medley relay team is also 
a league runner-up. 
The MU women are led by 
Tracy Edmister who holds MAC- 
best times in the 50 freestyle, 100 
freestyle, and 200 individual med- 
ley. The 400 freestyle relay team 
is also first in the conference. 
The BG women will counter 
with Keely Yenglin, who owns the 
MAC's best time in the 200 free- 
D See Swimming, page 8. 
CHARLESTOWN and 
MID AM MANOR 
APARTMENTS 
Within walking distance to campus for 
summer 1991 and 1991 - 92 school year. 
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, 
gas heat & water included, air condition- 
Contact: Resident Manager 
641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.O. 
352-4380 
F»HI MU 
WOULD LIKE TO 
CONGRATULATE 










































Catch the Action at 
iBLCJE RIBBON PHOTO 
WE ARE 
Bowling Green's Only Full-Line 
PHOTO STORE 
Featuring: 
e    1 Hour Film Processing • 
• Cameras • Film  • Lenses • 
' Batteries   " 
+       *"    »      »V[ 
rExtra Set"o~Prin~s" 
For a $1 
Josi »M SI 00 lo the regular pnee and 
*va w* Qtv you a second Mt o' cokx 
print*1   0"tr 0ood at ma tana of daval- 
opxtg on atanda/rj 3 V w* prints from 
11C. dMC.  120. or 35 mm IC-4' 
procaaai   12.15. 24. 36 eipoaura roBa 
Thta offv r>oi vaM with any oth*>r o«e* 
Limit ona roi pa' coupon 
Exp. 2/6/91 BGN 




Good or< 110 126 35 mm and rjrac (*mj 
1C4'proc«»B] G«t S3 Off on 36 cio | 
S2 off on 24 a*B or St of on 12 IS ■ 
•no Tlaa coupon mutt accompany or- I 
Om Tr«a coupon not .ahd «rtfi any otnarf 
offer Offer good at Mna of oavrMoprrtg . 
Ona rott par coupon 
Exp. 2/8/91 BGN I jex *'0 »i        a       / / I 
He aladly accept Ciacks aid Credit Cards 
■ ■H 
Open uon.-fri. M: sal. 9-5: Sun.12-5 
YOUR ASSURANCE OF QUALITY 
■ BLUE RIBBON PHOTO S 
157 N. Main St., BG. Ph. 353-4244 
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With over 178 typefaces in 55 different families, the UraGraphics 
type collection is continually expanding to offer the type you need. 
Whether you need type output for a desktop publishing job, type for 
a new brochure, or just a line of type to replace on existing art— 
we know your type. 
UnJGraohks 
21 1   West  Hall        372-7418 
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Tennis travels to Toledo 
Men's team competes in MAC Indoor Championships 
by SitaMta Canithcr* 
■port* wrilcr 
The men's tennis team trav- 
els to Toledo this weekend to 
compete in the Mid-American 
Conference Indoor Champion- 
ships. 
''Each of us has an individual 
job to do." BG head coach Gene 
Orlando said. "Our goal as a 
team is to not surfer early casu- 
alties and to keep as many of 
our players going through the 
tournament as possible." 
The revised tournament for- 
mat consists of two single's 
brackets — an A-fUght and a 
B-flight — and an open doubles 
section. All matches are single 
elimination. 
In the A-flight bracket, the 
number one, two, and three 
seeds play each other. In the 
B-flight singles, the number 
four, five, and six seeds com- 
pete. The doubles category is 
open to all seeds. 
"This format makes the tour- 
nament more competitive and 
shows the overall strength of a 
team." Orlando said. 
Some of the singles matches 
include freshman Todd Koehler 
against Western Michigan's 
Jim Gleason; senior Steve Mu- 
dre   contesting   Ball   State's 
Brian DeVirgtlio: and fresh- 
man Jim Snyder battling Tole- 
do's George Sauders. 
The doubles match-ups are 
freshmen Richard Watson and 
Snyder taking on Toledo's Jer- 
ome Moenter and Chris Eng- 
land. BG seniors Doug Dickin- 
son and Mike Teets also go 
against Miami's Greg Miller 
and Brian Kogan. Sophomore 
Justin Overholser and Koehler 
received a first-round bye. 
"We have had hard work-outs 
everyday since we got back 
from winter break and we are 
both physically and mentally 
prepared for this tournament,' 
co-captain Teets said. 
Gymnastics  
a Continued from page 7. 
Simpson is hoping for strong 
Krformances from Condon on 
> balance beam, sophomore 
Robin Wall on the uneven parallel 
bars, and senior Kim Crawford 
and junior Mary Beth Friel on the 
vault and floor exercise. 
"Personally," Condon said, "I 
hope to do well on the balance 
beam and on the floor. The bal- 
ance beam is my best event and I 
hope to continue to do well." 
However, Simpson said BG will 
be working with a short line-up. 
Freshman Carrie Lambdin is 
sitting out this week due to a 
strained neck. She'll definitely be 
missed on the bars after finishing 
sixth last week with an 8.9 [per- 
sonal best] against Kentucky. 
Simpson believes Lambdin will 
be back next week. 
As a result, he's filling his 
ranks with less-experienced team 
members. However, Condon said 
the UM meets will be a good op- 
portunity for the freshmen to get 
some experience. 
"We're going out to do our 
best." Condon said. "We worked 
hard this week and we should do 
quite well." 
fftarco's Pizza 
Single Large Pizza 
CHEESE & ONE ITEM 











• Additional Items $1.00 
• No Coupon Necessary 
• Bowling Green Store Only 
1045 N Main St. 
Bowling Green, Ohio 353-0044 
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The Kappa Sigma Fraternity 
proudly announces its new officers for Spring '91 
E.C.  Officers 
Grand Master Rich King 
Grand Master of Ceremonies   -^*- Doug Heck 
Grand Procurator                        JsSL W/c/r Kluding 
Grand Scribe                               TM/*T ^osn ^anarese 





















Hans Leichtamer, Greg House 
Todd Panella 
Brian Harootyan, John Drosos 
Todd Panella 
Mark Blakely, Alan Gresh 
JeffStauffer 
Jim Pollock. Greg House 
Greg Rossetti 
Brian Harootyan 





Not for an hour, a day, or a college term only... 
But tor life) 
Track meets BSU, ISU 
The men's track team is blend- 
ing seasoned veterans and novice 
freshman to achieve quality per- 
formances in its opening meets. 
The Falcons began their season 
last Saturday at the Michigan Re- 
lays where junior Bill Overla set 
an indoor school record in the 
shot put. His toss of S3 feet, 5.5 in- 
ches broke the existing school re- 
cord set by Chris Plescia in 1988 
by two inches. 
"Bill Overla's toss was definite- 
ly a highlight of the meet," BG 
head coach Sid Sink said. "It's 
also the leading MAC throw of the 
season." 
Overla finished first in the shot 
put being the only BG athlete to 
win an event. 
Sink believed the first meet was 
a positive step for the team. 
"We ran well since we don't 
have an indoor facility to train 
on," Sink said. 
Another strong performance 
came from sophomore Shawn 
Blanchett who finished sixth in 
the 55m dash with a 6.53 and sixth 
in the 200m dash with a 22.71. 
"Shawn Blanchett had a good 
performance for the first meet," 
Sink said. "I think this meet 
shows that he's one of the pre- 
mier sprinters in the MAC." 
Junior Todd Black's 4:11 mile 
effort and senior Mike Holmes's 
third- place finish in the 55m high 
hurdles were good efforts, ac- 
cording to Sink. Holmes ran a 7.75 
while freshman Dave Carlson fin- 
ished fifth in the same event with 
a time of 7.84. 
Another top-five finish was 
senior Dave Traylor who finished 
fourth in the shot put with a best 
of 49 feet .75 inches. 
This weekend the men travel to 
Muncie, Ind. for a triangular 
meet against Ball State and In- 
diana State. 
Sink is optimistic about 
tomorrow's meet. 
"I think we'll be very competi- 
tive against Ball Sate, Sink said. 
"It will be a tough meet due to our 
lack of an indoor facility." 
However, he knows little about 
Indiana State. At any rate, Sink 
feels this will be a close meet. 
"It should tell us a lot about 
where we are," Sink said. "I like 
the idea of having a scored meet 
this early in the season. It helps 
the team pull together from the 
start." 
D C D 
The women's track team 
opened its indoor season last Fri- 
day by winning the Baldwin- 
Wallace Relays. 
The women dominated the 
meet by winning 10 of the 12 
events for a total of 116 points far 
outdistancing second-place 
Baldwin-Wallace (71). 
Standouts for the Falcons in- 
cluded sophomore Vicki Czekaj in 
the high jump (five feet, four in- 
ches), sophomore Andrea Lytle 
in the long jump (17 feet, four in- 
ches) and triple jump (33 feet, 
10.5 inches) and junior Tara Allen 
in the shot put (41 feet, 4 inches). 
The women were also victor- 
ious in five relays including the 
800 meter relay team (1:50.20), 
the sprint medley (4:23.94), the 
3200 meter relay (9:44.33), the 
short medley (1:56.69), and the 
1600 meter relay (4:03.40). 
The women look to continue 
their winning streak tomorrow at 
the Ball State Triangular meet 
where they will compete against 
Ball State and Central Michigan. 
Rocket leaves for NFL 
SOUTH BEND, Ind. (AP) — 
Raghib "Rocket" Ismail, a 
breakaway threat for three 
seasons at Notre Dame, broke 
clear from college football 
Thursday and dashed to the pros. 
"I will be officially entering my 
name in the 1991 (NFL) draft/' 
Ismail said. 
The decision represents an 
about-face for the junior from 
Wilkes-Barre, Pa., who had in- 
sisted that he would return for his 
senior season. 
But the death of teammate 
Chris Zorich's mother hours after 
Notre Dame's Orange Bowl loss 
to Colorado on New Year's Day 
helped   change   Ismail's   mind 
about turning pro. 
"It's something that made me 
realize that things in life don't 
always happen the way you ex- 
pect them to," he said. "I want to 
do something for my mother and 
my family." 
Ismail, a two-time Ail- 
American and runner-up for the 
1990 Heisman Trophy, made his 
final decision on Monday. 
"It's going to be exciting," he 
said. 
Ismail is likely to be one of the 
first three players picked in the 
April draft, but he said a multi- 
million-dollar contract isn't his 
top priority. 
Money isn't everything, and 
money isn't happiness." he said. 
Ismail is the 12th underclass- 
man to enter the NFL draft. The 
other entries this week were Vir- 
ginia receiver Herman Moore, 
Tennessee running back Chuck 
Webb and Syracuse receiver Rob 
Carpenter. 
Ismail was a flanker, tailback 
and kick returner at Notre Dame, 
but the 5-foot-10, 175-pound 
speedster will probably concen- 
trate on receiving in the pros. 
Ismail returned five klckoffs 
for touchdowns at Notre Dame, 
one short of the NCAA career re- 
cord by Southern Cal's Anthony 
Davis. During his three seasons, 
he gained 4,187 all-purpose yards 
andscored 15 touchdowns. 
Swimming  
Continued from page 7. 
style, and Stephanie Hertling,who 
has the highest score in the three- 
meter diving event. Yenglin is 
second in the 500 freestyle, while 
Josie McCulloch [200 breast- 
stroke 1 and the 400 medley relay 
team are also in the No. 2 spot 
conference wise. 
"The key to our team is that 
we're behind each other 100 per- 
cent," Klasmeier said. "I hope 
the crowd is really loud and 
rowdy." 
The Falcon men are 3-5 overall 
and   1-2  in   conference  action. 
while the women are 6-3 overall 
[1-1 in the MAC]. 
Falcon notes...Falcon swim- 
mers Ted Fortney and Tim 
Syperek have been ruled acede- 
mically inelgible for the remain- 
der of the season, according to 
head coach Brian Gordon. 
"Your Connection to the World" 
Welcome Back On & Off-campus Studentsl 
0f Specials - Deals - Bonus 
"Second Semester Deal" 
includes 
Basic service January 5-May 10 
Basic installation 




Premium Service Promotion 
Pay $35.00 for each and 
receive one Premium channel 
January 5-May 10 
FREE PREMIUM CHANNEL INSTALLATION 
A SAVINGS OF 34% 
HA Comedy Channel now available 
118 N. Main Street 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402 
(419)352-8424 
Office Hours 
8:00 A.M.-5:30 P.M. 
Monday-Friday 
THE BG NEWS 
Classifieds 
Friday   January 25. 1991 
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS 
" • • SENIORS ' ' 
IF YOU ARE PLANNING TO SUBMIT YOUR 
OWN PHOTO FOR THE SENIOR SECTION OF 
THE 1W1 KEY YEARBOOK, THAT PHOTO 
MUST BE TURNED INTO THE OFFICE BY 
JAN. 31 CALL 240SO FOR MOR INFO 
" Und««gridu«t« Alumni Association ' 
We have a meeting on January 28 at 7 30 
ml 12 BA. Be mere to hod out about all me tun 
we have planned lor trus semester1 Al are wel- 
come' Bring a friend'  
•" WORLD STUDENT ASSOCIATION ■" 
COME HAVE FJNM 
WSA invites you to me Spring 
Semester WELCOME BACK PARTY 
on Jan 25m The Amani trom 
9pm-1 amEVERYONE IS WELCOME FOR 
Dancing. Games. Snacks, a Fun' 
ALL EDUCATION MAJORS 
Judy KisaeHe will be speaking 
on motivation m the classroom 
January 28th 7 00 pm m 
406 Ed   BkJg wtthSCEC 
Prizes 4 Food 
Amnesty International Meeting 
Monday Jan 28th 
6 30 309 Manna 
ATTENTION 
KAPPA SIGMA 
Saturday Jan 26 
Stroll up to Marks 
2 to 6 
Bnng S2 and your appetites 
All you can eat 
AEKDB 
ATTENTION BOCTM MEMBERS 
BGCTM is beginning the new years with an in- 
formation - packed meeting' Diane Landoll a 
1966 graduate of BGSU w* fill you m on lite 
after graduation • from teaching in a public 
school system to returning to BG to complete 
her master's Diane knows the ropes ol the 
undergrad program at BG. and she win offer ad- 
vice and answer questions to prepare you for 
life m the world outside BGSU Come hear 
Diane and bring all your Questions' 
Monday. January 28 at 8:00 pm 140 Life Sci- 
ence. 
Bob Mariey Tribute. Sat Feb 23. 9pm Com- 
mons, with Groovemaster. Caribbean Associa- 
tion Live lor yourself, you live m vain, live for 
others, you'll live agam 
Do you know what group serves as a "link" to 
the past, present, and future relations to the 
University 
University Ambassadors!!! 
Become a "link", become a University Ambas- 
sador' Applications available at the Mileti Alumni 
Center and 405 Student Services (due Feb 4) 
DRY DOCK ROCKS! 
We know it's sudden & we know it's early but 
hey some of the great acts sprung up over- 
night What are we saying' DRY DOCK is again 
presenting its annual LIP-SYNC CONTEST! 
This Sat Jan 26m from 9pm-lam m the Hal- 
lowed Walls of Dry Dock Come suport your 
favorite act or better yet. enter one of your 
own' For more information, call Bnan at 
353 9000 now See you there Great Prizes 
waiting to be won by you. 
Get involved with the Undergraduate Alumni 
Assoclatlonand be a part of one of the most 
exciting organizations on campus Mud Volley- 
ball. Homecoming, and Final's Week Survival 
Kits are just a few of our dynamic programs To 
find out more about UAA come to 112 BA on 
Monday January 26 at 7 30 pm or call 
372-8649 and ask for Amy or Jenny All are 
Welcome' 
Interested m becoming a 
World Student Association 
Board Member? 
Applications for Spring 91 
Semester Board Positions are now 
available at 403 South Hall 
For more info contact 372-2247 
R«Ck or 354-6255 Jul« 
Join the Station ol the 90s 
WFAL INFORMATIONAL MTG 
0J ■ Sales - Promotion - Research 
Music - Production - Traffic 
Tuesday Jan 29m 
7pm. 121 West Hall 
STUDENT COURT 
IS NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR 
NEW STAFF MEMBERS APPLICATIONS CAN 
BE PICKED UP IN 405 SS FROMJAN. 22 - 26 
INTERVIEWS WILL TAKE PLACE ON MON. 
JAN. 28 HOPE TO SEE YOU IN COURT" 
The Undergraduate Alumni Association wiH 
be holding its first meeting of the semester on 
Monday. January 26 m 112 BA at 7 30 pm Al 
who are interested are encouraged to attend 
Cad 372-6649 and ask lor Amy or Jenny for 
more information 
Valentine Day Rose Sale 
by Honors Student Association 
in the Union Foyer 26 Jan • 01 Feb 
$2/Roseor$20dozen 
STUDENTS FOR LIFE 
MEETS EACH MONDAY NIGHT 
8:00 PM 
FACULTY LOUNGE. UNION 
COME BE A VOICE FOR THE VOICELESS 
AMA 
HAPPY HOURS 
Tonight from 5-0 at CsssMys. S3 for everyone 
18 4 over eicepl  $4 for  21   8 over non- 
member. All the beer you can drtnk tor 21 8 
over! 
AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION 
MEMBERSHIP DRIVE 
Membership tables will be open from 
0:30-2:30 everyday this week In the BA 8 
MSC main floors. Spring semester member- 
ship Is only S10. Don't turn down the AMA 
advantage! 
WBGU 88.1 FMYOUR SPORTS LEADER 
HOCKEYFRI & SAT AT UIC 7 45 PM 
BASKETBALL- SAT AT KENT WOMEN 5 MEN 
7 IS 
SPORTSCENESUNDAY AT 6 00 PM 
SERVICES OFFERED 
POWERFLO MOBILE DJ SERVICE 
Best price m sound around 
Call 674-6684 
PREGNANT? 
We can help Free pregnancy tests and suppor- 
tive   services    Confidential    BG   Pregnancy 
Center   Call 354 HOPE  
RESUMES Skitod. unskilled, nomemakers. 
professional Complete instructions and exam- 
ples Send S14 95 to Career Starters PO Box 
24612 Columbus. OH 43224 
S*M SOUND 
Portable D J Service 
6 Years Experience m BG 
Satisfaction Guaranteed' 
Do Yourself a Favor. 
CaH Today' 
353-7896 
P S Reserve Oates Soon1 
STUDY ABROAD IN AUSTRALIA 
Information on semester summer. J-term 
Graduate and Internship programs 
All programs run under S6000 
Call Curlin University at 1 -800-876-3696 
Typing Services  $1 25  per pg   Call Marty 
352-1251 
PERSONALS 
• • • KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA * ■ " 
Lit Laurte Casiere. Get psyched for this week- 
end1 I'm proud of you' Love your big 
IFC/PANHEL 
SUPPORTS OUR TROOPS 
IN DESERT STORM 
• • Phi Mu " ' 
Lit' Andrea Dllle 
Initiatxxi >s finally here and we'll celebrate with a 
glass of cheer  Always remember that your big 
loves you and your heart belongs to Phi Mu. 
Phi Mu love and mine. Joanne 
" ALPHA OM*CRON PI CLASSIC ■ 
Attention all Golf Pro s  the second annual Al- 
pha Omlcron PI Classic is m* Saturday sopo- 
bsn up those clubs, put on those plaids, and 
come to our country club m Eppler South'" 
ALPHA OMICRON PI CLASSIC 
' AXO Nicole Beck with AXO ' 
Gel Psyched For Initiation" 
Soon you'll know everything about Alpha Chi1 I 
love you little' Jen 
' AXO's Get Excited For initiation1 * 
* Heather Grandusky * 
Get psyched' The b«g day is coming I can t wait 
to be sisters' 
■Linda 
Sigma Kappa Sigma Kappa 
* Heather Grandusky ' 
Congrats on being re-elected   You are awe 
some 
LMi 
Sigma Kappa Sigma Kappa 
* Kappa Delta ' Kappa Delta * 
Congratulations to Kristin Clark and Ty Landis 
on your recent pearling" 
* Kappa Delta * Kappa Delta ' 
• KKO ' Amy McClellan • KKG • 
Congratulations on your lavafcenng to Sigma Chi 
Kevin Manley Love   your Kappa Sisters 
* KKG * Amy VanWInkle ■ KKG ■ 
Congratulations on your engagement to alum 
David Dryden Love, your Kappa Sisters 
■ KKO ' Amy Cole' KKG* 
Congratulations on your lavalienng to Phi Dell 
Tony Domaralz from Akron U Love, your Kappa 
Sisters 
* KKO * Irene Be beaux * KKG ■ 
Congratulations on your engagement to Mick 
Richkowski trom West Point Love, your Kappa 
Sisters  
• KKG ' Susan Mitchell * KKG * 
Congratulations on your engagement to Doug 
Vance Love, your Kappa Sisters 
" Lambda Chi Alpha * 
Go for it' We know you'll do great' 
Love 
Your AOTT Coaches 
* Undergraduate Alumni Association * 
We have a meeting on January 28 at 7 30 in 
112 BA Be mere to lind out about all the fun we 
have planned for this semester' AH are wel- 
come1 Bring a friend1 
• • Phi Mu *' Phi Mu ■ * Ph. Mu ' • 
We love our viP's1 You guys are awesome 
Were behind you tOOS 
" Phi Mu '' Phi Mu '' Phi Mu "' 





Lil Amy Schermer- 
CongratultionB   Soon you will know the secrets 
of the key Looking forward to initiation, I'm so 
proud of you 
Love. Your Big 
•KKG'KKG'KKG' 
' Lmda Knapp' 





2nd Annual Dee Gee Casino Night 
is this Saturday, Jan. 26th 
The Stakes are high! 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS 
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF 
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS 
(TOO MANY TO LIST) 
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE 
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF. 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER 
354-2260 
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL) 
■■■■■■■■■■el    t 
""Mlhlllllllllllilll' 
A Bahamas Party Cause 6 days only J279' 
Jamaica A Florida 6 days $299' Daytona S159' 
Panama City $99' Can Spring Break Travel 
I 600 636 6/66  
A meeting for vooe mteiested m working on the 
undergrad Merary review Pre** Martins wil 
be held at 9 00 pm Tuesday m 107 Henna Po 
sitons sti aveaebie art editor layout design 
editor and al staff positions including promo 
tions sales Questions' Contact Andrew 
364 6950or Katrine 372 1864 
AJbson Carnahan 
Trus past year has been awesome and I know 
the neit year and the foaowing ones w* be 
nothing but memorable Happy Anniversary 
Love. B"an 
Alpha Lambda Delia 
Coming soon. 0* Keetey s Last Lecture 
Alpha Omlcron PI Classic 
Alpha Omlcron PI Classic 
Alpha Omlcron Pi Classic 
Alpha Phi * Alpha Phi ' Alpha Phi 
The sisters of Alpha Pi* would M*e to congratu- 
late Kelly Jacobs on her recent engagement to 
RonBreeden 
Alpha Phi' Alpha Phi ' Alpha Phi 
ALPHA SIGMA PHI 
wishes to congratulate 
Brother ot the Week   Joe MiUer 
Officer of the Week • Steve Gehr 
AOTT ■ AOTT KFtiSTI LEW AOTT ■ AOTT 
Congratulations on your 3 0" I m so proud of 
you' --Trojan 
AOTT ' Gretehen Hoover ■ AOTT 
Congratulations on be*ig the 1990 Pledge with 
the Highest GPA of 4 0"' 
AOTT ' Jamie Swank ■ AOTT 
The S-sters of Alpha Omicron Pi congratulate 
Jarree Swank on her recent engagement to Ron 
Bowen 
AOTT Congratulates our new Initiates! 
We love you all! AOTT 
AOTT supports the allied troops In the 
Middle East 
AXO ' KRISLOSZ ' AXO 
Congrats on initiation1 
I love my (Loser) ui' 
(Loser) Big Jen 
AXO 'KRISLOSZ ■ AXO 
AXO AXO AXO 
Lil Christy Compton 
Inspiration week has come to an end. and initia- 




AXO AXO AXO 
Congratulations Alpha Xi    Rona Wotschak on 
your recent pearling trom Jamey Welty 
AXO MISSY LIEBER AXO 
I am so proud ot my Little' Congralulatena on 




I HJSt want to say thanks for the best 12 months 
a g*i could wish to Happy Annrversa> y 
Love Always 
Jen 
DELTS ' ALPHA XI * OELTS ' ALPHA XI 
Get e*crted for a great t*we al 
our "Fraternity Feud   tea lorkghl1 
See you there1 
ALPHA XI ■ DELTS * ALPHA XI ■ DELTS 
DO YOU NEED VOLUNTEER HOURS? ARE 
YOU INTERESTED IN WORKING WITH MEN 
TALLVIPHVSICALLY HANDICAPPED PEO- 
PLE ONCE A WEEK? CALL LESA OR STACIE 
AT 2-5941 FOR INFO  
DRY DOCK ROCKS' 
We know it s sudden A we know its early but 
hey some of the great acts sprung up over 
mght What are we saying? DRY DOCK is again 
presenting its annual LIP SYNC CONTEST! 
Thai Sat Jan 26m from 9pm lam m the Hal 
lowed WaHs ol Dry Dock Come support your 
favorite act or better yet enter one of your 
own' For more information call Brian at 
353-9000 now See you there Great Prizes 
wailing to be won by you! 
KD KD U Meghan Re*d KD KD 
Tomorrows the day met you wel see met whet 
AOT might be 
You ve made my semester thai much more tun 
I met can t wart for the times to come I m so 
proud of al met you do The beet kttte l couW 
ask lor is svnpry rust you 
Love end AOT 
R«g Heather 
PS   Do you want a cherry'1' 
KE KD KE KD KE KD KE KD KE KO 
The brothers Ol Kappa Sigma would hfce to con- 
gratulate brother Stephen Bernsletfi on hat re- 
cent leveaermg to Kappa Delta Megan Ptetcher 
KE KD KE KD KE KD KE KD KE KD 
KKG - Jeenle Lyme * KKO 
Congratulations on initiation Li ' 
l m so psyched for you' 
Love ya tons' 
VourHfl 
Staci 
KKG KKG KKG KKG KKG KKG KKG 
KKO'KKG *KKG 
Grand U MeryNeslor 
Thai is your b*g weekend 
Congratulations on your initiation 
I'm so happy to have you m our family' 
KKG ' KKG" KKG 
Love 
Mary 
Happy 21 st Birthday 
Juke Marino" 
Love your Ul. Cindy 
Hey &g Kap Heart Sis Jenny M-Her ■ * 
Get Psyched tor the big day tomorrow' it was 
an awesome week11' * Dense 
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE Men s Bowfcng 
Jan 29. Men s & Coed Floor Hockey Feb 4 
Men s Women's & Coed Curling   Feb 6 
JENNP. 
Wel  you got your personal   Are ya happy7 I 
just want to wish my drinking buddy an awe 




KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA 
BARB If NMART 
We've only been friends for a semester   but 
soon we wil be sisters forever 
Congratulations 
Jen 
Kappa Kappa Gamma Kapoa Kappa Gamma 
To my U SUSAN MITCHELL 
Get psyched for Initiation soon vou'H become a 
part of the bonds of Kappa I'm so proud ot you' 
Love your Big" 
KD KD K0 KD KD KD KD KD KD KD 
My Lff Wendy. 
I hope you're excited tor initiation" Soon you 
w>li know what AOT means" I love my awesome 
bttle' 
KO Love your big Ally 
KKG * KKG * KKG 
LTMehBli 
Keepongomg' 
You re the best httle 
and your family loves you' 
Love Big Laura 
KKG " KKG ' KKG 
KKG ' KKG ' KKG 
Kappa Pledges - We're exerted lor you to wear 
me golden key' Get psyched tor tonight' 
Love the actives 
KKO LIL' KELLY SAMMEfl KKO 
initiation is finely here Get psyched httte' I'm so 
excited for you1 
Love your r>g 
Deb 
KKG L- Roc-n KKO 
AN I have to say is 
You are lucky you mede grades' 
I'm very proud of you 
Congratulations on being initiated1 
Love ya' Seich 
KKGPenny Parsons KKG 
Congratulations on Initiation we are so proud of 
you' Our lamiiy is awesome' 
Lots ot love 
Big Tncia & Grand Big Amy 
KKG KKG KKG KKG KKG KKG KKG 
continued on p. 10 
COCO NEEDS YOUR HELP! 
COCO, the Commuter Off - Campus Organization, is 
now accepting petitions of nomination for positions on 




Petitions are available in the COCO Office, HOB 
Moseley Hall, and in the Main Office of the 
Off - Campus Student Center, Ground Level of 
Moseley Hall. Petitions are due at 5 p.m., January 
25. Elections will be held January 29 & 30 in the 
Off - Campus Student Center. 
KAPPA    KAPPA    GAMMA    KAPPA    KAPPA    GAMM 
The Sisters of 
Kappa Kappa Gamma 
Wish to congratulate the following members 
on their academic achievement: 
Dean's List 
Laurie Casiere Robin Montri 
Deb Cordes Amy Prijatel 
Trese Derkacs Cassie Snider 
Robbie Killius Kristin Stichter 
Mary McManamon Chris Stoyko 












KAPPA     KAPPA     GAMMA    KAPPA     KAPPA     GAMMA 
continued from p.9 
* 
KKG * Li Mary N>Wof * KKO 
CongratufBOm on nttahon   I'm to proud of 
you' Remenber that II always tM Rwi (or you 
no matter what 
Kappa Love and hfcne LetUe 
KKO Orand-Lil'Suaan MHcneft KKO 
Wetoome lo ma trua bonda o* Kappa Kappa 
Gamma' Congrati*iton» I'm vary proud o* you' 
Lova. 1>M 
National Creative Corporation needs RTVF 
MI major to aaaiat with video production Coma to 
2- Co-Op Program    238 Admn    Btog    ASAP lor 
Ph. Mu • Ph. Mu • 
•» Tha Slaters ot Ph. Mu would hka to congratulate 
. Tammy Duncan on har recent engagement lo 
Cj Brian Mane hholar   We re so happy lor you" 
Ph. S^ma Kappa 
Wa hop* Brothar 
Male Schemmel 
ratuma homa >rom 
Operation Oaaart 
Storm soonatong 
with an ma omar 
service man and woman 
atationad ovar aaaa 




w*h your Brothar 
akmetyend 




Pi Ph. * Pi Phi "  Pi Ph. 
Kathtaan Crosby and Rm Amato 
K Tomorrow you Bom wiH aaa fust what tove Pi Phi 
► " can be  Vou wil waar tha arrow loo. and know 
>» what bat oehmd the wine and blue   Oat Pay 
'chad' 
I Lova ■ J«n 
MARK'S 
SUPER80WL PARTY' 
FREE Munch.es dr** speoaie 
a puva ipecnai 
OPEN SUN. AT NOON 
Quarters Cala Supar Bowl Pan* 
Oant drink specials to save you bate B*g craan 
action   Prizes and huge half lima buffet   Open 
etnoon   Coma aarty lor a good MM 
Ouarlert Cafa Supar Sow) Tuny 
Oiant  dnr*  speoaM  lo  Mve  you beta   B*g 
screen action Prues and huge hart time buffet 
Open at noon • Come aarty tor a good aaat 
Remember MARK'S make your own coupon 
conlest7 Wn an extra large pa/a" Deedfcne 
Jan   31    1991  
SALE! SALE'SALE! SALE' 
Don I rmaa the European Rock Poster Sale 
which is taking place on January 29-31 The 
sale w« be in the Student Services Forum from 
10 00 am unM 4 00 pm Don I rmss this oppor- 
tunity to buy some sensational posters 
SKTEP 
Brothers ol the Weak 
Marc Strebc Dave Spence 
and Eric Finn 
SIQ EP ' AOTT • SIQ EP • AOTT 
Oat excited 'or a great lime Saturday and took 
forward to a victory' Love your coaches. Janet 
Bethany. Knsti and Marion 
SKI EP » AOTT ' SIO EP ■ AOTT 
SIQ EP SAM SEZ: 
Support the troops m 
ma Middle East' 
SK3 KAP KARYN SIG KAP 
ONE HEART ONE WAY FOREVER SISTERS 
WE WILL STAY' I LOVE YOU MY UL   UPCH 
KIN' 
LOVE ALWAYS CATHERINE 
SKS KAP STACY T SKI KAP 
I AM SO HAPPY THAT WE ARE HEART SIS- 
TERS'   THIS SEMESTER HOLDS ONLY   THE 
VERY BEST OF TIMES' 
LOVE ALWAYS CATHERINE 
SHj KAP ' SIGMA KAPPA • SIG KAP 
To my heart sisters Shawn Farrell & Jenny Mil 
tor 
Gel Inspired1 Tomorrow is me BIG DAY1 
Lots ol love ' Jufcene 
RESERVATIONS AVAILABLE NOW 
DAYTONA BEACH *W 
SOUTH PADRE ISLAND *129' 
STEAMBOAT *96' 
PORT LAUDERDALE *137 
WGMTS 
PANAMA CITY BEACH       s124 
CORPUS CHRISTII 
MUSTANG ISLAND s108 
*> AND f NIGHTS 
HILTON HEAD ISLAND        '112' 
S AND 7 NIGHTS 
CALL TOll FRff TODAY 
1-800-321-5911 
,wd ,C»Q" 
S*g Kap Karyn Raiff S.g Kap 
it s almost here only one more day' Get exerted 
and have lun' 
Lova your heart a* • Jen 
S*g Kap S«g Kap Debc-e &g Kap S-g Kap 
Get psyched tor INITIATION One more day and 
we It be TRUE S>g Kap sisters One Heart. One 
Way" Stfj Kap Love Amssa 
S<g Kap Tara Tale Srg Kap 
it's finally here' Our big day is tomorrow  Get 
exciled tor initiation 
Love your heart sis 
LMB 
Sigma Kappa 
You ve been a great heart sister Tammy Ball' I 
can I wait lor tomorrow1 Love Judy 
Sigma Kappa 
Lisa Tomorrow w* be great* 
Love your heart s.s   Kriati 
Sigma Kappa Ranee Forma 
Thank you (or an ol your surprises this week' 
You're awesome' One more day' 
Love 
Your Heart S-s Carta 
Sigma Kappa Sigma Kappa 
OENISE BALOOH 
To a great heart s»s. good luck at initiation' 
Love Jenny 
Sigma Kappa Sigma Kappa 
StOMA KAPPA " SIOMA KAPPA 





Dawn Przybyta and Angi Cooper 
You guys are awesome   I'm glad to have met 
both ol you and I'm looking forward to all the tun 
times yet to come Get psyched tor Initiation on 
Saturday 
Kimbedy 
Sigma Kappa ■ Theresa Planter 
Get psyched lor tomorrow when we officially 
become sisters" 
Love your heart sis. 
Tracy 
SPRING BREAK '91 HOTLINE 
Daytona Beach from $149 
Cancun. Mexico from $399 
Don! miss out  Call now lor more information' 
BGSU Representative   Kathy 354 5667 
SPRINGBREAK SAILING BAHAMAS 
48 II Luxury Yachts Groups ol 6 to 8 Seven 
Days Bareloot Sailing (he Bahamas $488 00 
each includes private cabin & meals SPRING- 
BREAK HOTLINE 1800-999-7245 ANY- 
TIME  
SPRINGBREAK SAILING BAHAMAS 
48 (t Luxury Yachts 
Groups of 6 to 8 
Seven Days Barefoot Sailing The Bahamas 
$488 00 ea Includes Private Cabin & Meals 
SPRINGBREAK HOTLINE 
1 -800-999-7245 ANYTIME 
Star in your favorite music video or walk on the 
moon' You can do these and more with Fun 
Fbcks. the lotaay interactive video system that 
wiH be here at BG. Tuesday. January 29m in 
the Grand Bear oom You can reserve your spot 
now m me UAO office. 3rd Floor Union A $5 
deposit is required at sign-up 8 covers (he cost 
of the tape you will keep' There are many open- 
ings from 1 •7 pm 
Sigma Kappa ' Sigma Kappa ' Sigma Kappa 
To my wondertui heart Sisters (we are triplets') 
LISA HAUPTMAN and MIA FAIST ■ get pay 
chad for initiation tomorrow - tm so exerted - 
c we I linaHy be sisters' I tove you guys' 
ONE HEART   ONE WAY'-Andrea 
STUDENT COURT 
■s looking for a few good, dedicated people lo 
add to our Court Staff   Application scan be 
picked up m 405 SS from Jan 22 - 25. Inter- 
viewswiH be held on Mon. Jan 28. 
ALL MAJORS ARE WELCOME" 
The brothers ol 
Alpha Sigma Phi 
wish lo extend our hopes and prayers lor a 
quick return lo the men and women involved m 
Operation Desert Storm 
Timothy 
Surprise' The last three months have been 
wonderful You are me greatest m the world I 
tove you honey 
Love 
Teresa 
Tuition Raffia Is coming! 
UPTOWN 
NEVER COVER OVER 21 
UNDER 21 ONLY S1 00 
BEFORE 11   EVERY NIGHT'! 
WANTED 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 
1 female needed lo share room   Reasonable 
rent   Nee  apartment1   Great  locaton'  (elec 
only) Call 354 8653 
Female roommate needed lor Spring 91 Rent 
negotiable Village Green Apis CaH352-4S15 
Male roommate needed to sublease apartment 
located on 5th and S College Rent only 
SlSOmo plus utilities Call 354-6762 or 
354 5433  
Own Room 
$ 120 month • cheap utilities 
Free Cable • Quiet 
6 blocks from campus 
No lease   deposit 
Call 354-5490 
Roommate wanted Call 354-8756 alter 7 pm 
ROOMMATE WANTED 
Available immediately Rent negotiable 2nd 
and High Cai Lisa 352-9578  
Wanted One roommate 
Cheap • Free heal & water 
Call Jen or Karen 353-8080 
HELP WANTED 
• ENTREPRENEURS * 
Excrtmg marketing opportunity   Flexible around 
schedule can 678 8308  
ADVERTISING SALES: 
The BG News has an immediate opening tor an 
advertising sales representative in the Toledo 
area Call on current accounts as well as pros- 
peel new 12*o commission plus gas allowance 
Contact Jan Stubbs Advertising Manager. 
W.'ybUb  
All Mators Welcomed 
International firm has several tuH-lime and part- 
time openings Flexible hrs $6 50 starting 
Greal resume experience A A S P schol- 
arships Call 12 30 - 5 30 tor interview 
382 1060 
Entropy by Chuck Bost 
KrV/, WHATAKlTCh^ 
SH£ TALKS TOO MUCH.. 
ApoJT Nff!HlN6.WHAT\ 
ARE WE SUPPOSED TO/ 
S/fE'-S TRYf/MS TO RELATE 
iHlhltf fdUSOhlA NCP£ 
SEN9JAL ^V^- ■ °f^ 1°VP 
YkN0W'■■   y0U SHOUP-j/ 
Artist wanted to draw fantasy creatures Cai 
Mck353 1999 
BUSINESS    STUDENTS    ANO    ENTRE- 
PRENEURS 
TASP'  International is looking (or  motivated 
students in *'■ management positions m the lot 
lowing ar. MA. CLEVELAND. SANDUSKY 
and COLUfc. .. Earn $6,000 - $10.000 next 
summer while bu4dmg your resume and gaining 
valuable business experience Positions are 
l*ng quickly, lor more information caH Gregg 
Mi'nans at 1-I0O-543-37B2 
CHRISTMAS. Spring Break. Summer travel 
FREE Air couriers needed and cruiseshiproOs 
CaH 1 605 662 7555 exl   F   1658 
Excellent Income! Easy Work' Assemble 
products at home Call Now' 1-601-388-8242 
exl H2593. 24 hours  
Have a special siulP Work well with children? 
Consider Summer Camp' Supervisors Coun- 
selors. Teen Trip Leaders. Waterfront Stall 
(WSI ALS. Boating). Sports. Mountain Biking. 
Archery. Drama. Campcrafi. Jewish Program- 
mer. Tennis aid Arts & Crafts Specialist Cai or 
write tor applicatton 
LYNNE LEUTENBERG 
Jewish Community Center ol Cleveland 
CAMP WlSF 
3505 Mayfield Rd Cleveland His    OH 44118 
(216)382-4000. EXT 242 
HIRING 
Casey's works around your schedule 
1025N Main352-9113 
MAKE MONEY at home with your personal 
computer Easy work, excellent pay Details 
cam -601 388 8242 exl C 2593  
Needed immediately Avon representative 
Earn $6-10 per hour Free gilt For appoint 
men! call Judy al 352-4295  
RESORT HOTELS, Crulsellnes, Summer 
Camps, A Amusement parks, NOW accepting 
applications tor summer fobs, internships and 
career positions m the US and Mexico For 
more information and an application, write 
National Collegiate Recreation service. PO Sox 
8074. Hilton Head SC 29938 
Seasonal employment avail as a white water 
rait guide m W Va Exp not req Must be 18 
yrs old. have current CPR and t*st aid Contact 
North American River Runners P O Box 81. 
Hico W VA 25854 or call 1-800 950 2585. 
EOE 
SUMMER COUNSELORS Outstanding New 
York State Coed Children's Resident Camp 
Looking lor college students Two hours from 
New York City Beautiful facilities Congenial 
Staff Specialists and General counselors 
needed 914-693-3037 Camp Kennybrook. 
19 Southway. Hartsdale. New York 10530 
SUPERVISOR OF OIRECTORY ADVERTISING 
Responsible for selling and coordinating all ad- 
vertising tor the 1991 -92 BGSU Telephone Di- 
rectory Duties include telephone and personal 
contact with advertisers, recordkeeping. work- 
ing on ad design and page layout Supervisor 
reports to BGSU associate director of public re- 
lations Position is available immediately 
through September 14 Approximately 30 
hours per week on a flexible schedule Advertis- 
ing sales experience preferred Minorities and 
females are encouraged lo apply Submit letter 
ot application to Director ot Public Relations 
Bowling Green State University. Bowling 
Green. OH 43403 by February 6 Bowling 
Green State University is an equal opportunity 
employer 
Typesetter fun iime'part lime Good typing and 
grammar skills needed WiH train Send resume 
to The Copy Shop inc 117 E Court St . Bowl 
ing Green. OH 43402  
Wf NEED 
SELF-MOTIVATED   STUDENTS.   Earn   up   to 
S10mr. Market credit cards on campus Flexi- 
ble hours   Only 10 positions available   Call 
NOW 1-800-950-8472. Ext. 20 (Barb). 
FOR SALE 
'78 Mercury Marquis 
66k miles Loaded 
Good shape Must so* 
Moving to Wyoming 
$850 353-8047 
84 Topaz GL  5 speed, tilt. air. cruise. PSvPB 
$2400  O B O   New tires   exhaust,   battery 
MORE'   Also   17   men   B/W tv    $35   CaH 
352 0970 __^___^^_ 
1983 Honda CMS 250 custom Motorcycle 
Excellent condition   $700   372 5325 
1985 Renault Altance 4 speed sunroof, good 
gas mileage, good condition Cai 878-4837 
FOR SALE 
10 gal fish tank includes gravel. 
undergravel filter, fcd. some decorations 
$40 can 354-6169 ask tor Mark 
For Sale 
Downhill Ski Boots   Womens size 5  Heirtmg 
$45 00 Call 352 0760  
IS IT TRUE JEEPS FOR $44 THROUGH THE 
U S GOVT' CALL FOR FACTS' 
504 649 5745EXT S-5972  
SEIZED CARS, trucks, boals. 4 wheelers, 
motorhomes. by FBI. IRS DEA Available your 
area now Call 1 805 682-7555 Ext   C-2604 
Sotohex Training System 
1 year old- $300 
Call 354 6022 
FOR RENT 
1 bdrm etfic with utilities paid $195 month 
309 1 2 E Merry St Call Tim at 352-1477 
1 to 3 nonsmoking females lo rent furnished 
apt 3 houses from campus Rent includes utili- 
ties, laundry and cable TV Grad students wel- 
come 353 5074 
2 bdrm apt lor rent now Call 352 5058 before 
5 00 or 354-2275 after 5 00 4 ask lor Jerry 
2 Bdrm apt unturn must sublease immediately 
until Aug   15th $355 mo 353-8047 
Attn Grads & Undergrads 1 & 2 bdrm apis 
available tor May. August, or summer only 
leases No gimmicks, jus! clean well-managed 
buildings   352-3445 
CARTY RENTALS 
2 Bdrm  apis lor 3 or 4 students  Houses tor 
4-5-8 students    AH  near  campua    9-10-12 
month leases Also summer rentals 352-7365 
Cheap 4-person apt (or summer sublease One 
block from campus No utilities CaH 354-0457 
For Rent 
2 Bedroom units across Irom campus $400 for 
9 month lease $340 lor year lease Phone 
352-51 1 1 between 10-5. M-F  
Houses A Apartments for 1991-92 School 
year 12 mo leases only starting m May Stave 
Smith   352 6917  
Houses & Apartments For Rent. Fall 91-92 
Also subleasing second semester 1991 Carty 
Apartments Call 352 7365  
Houses lor rent. 2 & 3 bedrooms 1991-1992 
school year CaH 352-2330 or 354-2854 after 
6:00 pm. 
immediate occupancy 1 bedroom apartment 
Security deposit required $275 per month plus 
gas   353 7074 9 00 5 00 
Immediate Occupancy 2 bedroom Apl Furni- 
shed $350 per month Including Utilities First 
months rent free 354/5 72 
Long S Associates now leasing for 91 & 92 Ef- 
ficiency.   1   A   2   bedroom  apis    353-7074 
9 00-5 00  
Male student seeking sublet 2 bed. 2 bath apt 
$100'month plus share utikiies 516 E Merry. 
Apt 11  Cai Craig 1 -866-8703 
NEEDED one female nonsmoking roommate 
tor Haven House apt 2 bdrm • 3 roommates 
$450 total & utilities call Jill al 372-5759 
Non-smoking female roommate needed imme- 
diately First month renlFREE Call 354-4496 
One S Two BR turn apts 9 4 1 2 mo and sum- 
mer leases avail S 4 V Rentals 500 Lehman 
(next to bus station) 352-7454 
SU8LEASE NEEDED ASAP 
No deposit required'' 
Close lo campus Call Carne 354-8729 (Leave 
message it unavailable) 
Subleases lor second semester available 
now Carty Rentato. C— 362-7365  
We're now leasing lor the new rental season 1. 
2. and 3 bedroom units Yes we aHow pets Call 
354-8800 between 1 30 and 5 00 pm 
Greenbriar Inc. 
Fatman- - by John Boissy 
tt> fc»E   NOW   ft«T\J«/Ni *f©»J 
'to MCTC o-rv iqqj / 
IN -rut f%»<iNa-i_crr 
THAT UK3  CNCS    DR. 
ft 
DINWHII-C 
FOL   AlOt GO 
To   -iusruA 
Lswiue   M.Q. 
cxic.r 
yoo HAD t>a- i_ie* -tteiOAt- 
Bo.ua T«e ROBOT/ TWC HAM 
>* A CRIMINAL / DIOMH- TOO 
J DON'T See UHV 
Yoo Aee eerriMa 
SO A»je«^T-, UJATTT. 
ikio -lOutt ciT-r/ 
Cm a* 
r*sj6*A 
RROTEeTJ/VC) MY CITY/? *>O 
DOUTS   At MOST   De&Tl50-(«>    IT" 
UI.TH   THATVATMAN" HoOorftuieu-, 
THAT   CoeS   IT. eiTHSe Ttao  QuwS 
SWeuf c>« %M 0\j7fA 




-$,6 yf*rro«s rmn 
(JUe ore leasing the following 
locations for the Fall of 1991 
• East Merry Avenue Apartments 
• Field Manor Apartments 
• Frazee Avenue Apartments 
• Buff Apartments 
• Ridge Manor Apartments 
Call or Stop in for a Complete 
Listing of Available 
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Photo by Jeff Radcliffe 
STORM WATCH 
METALSTORM Rocks On At WBGU-FM 
Page 7 




































The Insider magazine is pubfahol every Friday during the academic 
year by the Board of Student Publications of Bowling Green State lint- 
•MS*. 
Opinions expressed by columnists do not necessarily reflect the opin- 
Mini of The Insider Bwemoe. 
The Insider magazine and Bowling Green State UntwnAy are equal 
opportunity eraptoyen and do not discriminate in hiring practices. 
Copyritfit 1990. The BG News 
From inside 
The Insider 
With a heart-stopping scream 
of licentious abandon and Journa- 
listic Indlgnance, The Insider 
rumbles Into semester number 
two. We're still movln', still groo- 
vln' and we're still BG's hlppest 
student magazine. Word. 
Our cover story reads like one 
nasty weather report. It takes a 
look at METALSTORM, WBGU's 
popular heavy metal radio show. 
The show's success Is based on a 
simple fact: progressive music 
may be all the rage with college 
trendies, but metal rules the 
heartland. Staff writer Dean 
Wheeler braved the storm and 
lived to tell about It on page sev- 
en. 
Those who quest for all things 
Bohemian (goatees, black 
turtlenecks, small, musty vol- 
umes of French poetry) will ertfoy 
staff writer Wendy M King's fea- 
ture on Grounds for Thought, a 
cool coffeehouse In downtown 
BG. She gets Into the groove on 
page six. 
And get a load of this: contribu- 
ting writer Debbie (The Hipster) 
Hippie gets artsy! We talked her 
Into covering the Graduate Art 
Exhibit and she responded with a 
bonanza of a feature. This Journa- 
listic pipe bomb explodes on 
page five. 
On a more serious note, local 
churches are attempting to meet 
the spiritual needs of those trou- 
bled by the Gulf Crisis by organ- 
izing several prayer groups. Con- 
tributing writer Maria E. Perme 
chronicles this passive path 
towards peace on page four. 
And what would The Insider 
be without yet another article 
about our ongoing obsession with 
the local music scene? This time 
Phantom Circus gets the vote. 
Contributing writer Morella 
Raleigh chats with these clowns 
of powerpop on page three. 
The Insider's here and we're In 
effect. C'mon, gimme a kiss. 
The Editors. 
TALKING BACK 
Readers are Invited to write to The Insider 
magazine at 210 West Hall, Bowling Green State 
University. Bowling Green, Ohio, 43403 to tell 
us off or pat us on the back (whatever the situa- 
tion merits). 
Anyone Interested In working for The Insider 
as a writer, artist or photographer should call 
372-6967. 
Submissions of short fiction (five typewritten 
pages maximum unless other arrangements are 
made) are encouraged. 
The Insider editors welcome any and all sub- 
missions for publication. Unless arrangements 
are made by the author to have the material re- 
turned, all submissions become the property of 
The Insider 
LET'S MAKE A DEAL : Insider trading 
Tony Randall andjayne Mans- 
field romp In elegant splendor. 
Randall Is wearing the face which 
every teen Idol from Fabian to 
Vanilla Ice has dreamed of- that 
seemingly unattainable mix of 
casual amusement and orgasmic 
abandon. 
Lloyd Bridges delivers a 
roundhouse right cross to the de- 
servlngjaw of a surly cowpoke. 
Bridges Is smiling like he Just hit 
the lottery. His target's head lur- 
ches back, stung by the grinning 
fist of frontier justice. 
Jimmy Stewart stares know- 
ingly at a pair of visibly distur- 
bed gentlemen. His boy-next- 
door face begins to turn upward 
In a hint of a smile. He's got them 
right where he wants them. 
Gina Lollobrlglda tucks a hard- 
earned Italian lira Into her ample 
cleavage. Her hair Is tousled and 
a Just-been-ravaged look rests on 
her high Mediterranean cheek- 
bones All of Europe gasps un- 
controllably. 
Sidney Poitler stares In open- 
eyed wonder at Bill Cosby, who 
Is dressed like a Harlem peacock. 
Poitler Is shocked by the fashion 
nightmare before him. Cosby 
looks like mid-70s Soul Train on 





Peter Lorre brandishes a poker 
menacingly, his eyes flashing 
madness. His face Is like that of 
an albino frog...with rabies. 
Marilyn Monroe exposes a 
wonderfully-curved leg to 
anyone who will look. The can- 
didates number In the millions. 
She's wearing heels. The woman 
knows what she Is doing. 
These are our fliers. 
We're the Insider. 
I suppose that If enough people 
bug me about it I could find a 
common thread linking these 
seven scenes together and then 
explain why I chose them to 
symbolize BG's hlppest student 
magazine, something about vio- 
lent action and refined cool. But 
that wouldn't change the fact that 
I'm steering an entertainment 
magazine Into a war zone. Literal- 
ly 
I can only hide for so long I 
guess. 
We as a nation have taken the 
first step towards what could 
quite easily become a massive 
military conflict. The lightness or 
wrongness of the Persian Gulf 
War Is Irrelevant. The heart of 
the matter Is that this Is the first 
time our generation Is actively 
Involved In a military conflict. 
We're not really sure what to 
think. Almost all of us know 
somebody who's "over there." 
Seemingly endless news reports 
remind us of every little move 
that takes place In the desert. The 
whole thing has us off balance. 
So here I come with an enter- 
tainment magazine. 
I'm aware of the uncertainty 
that Is preying upon the minds of 
collegians everywhere. And I'm 
also very aware that a little light- 
hearted diversion here and there 
can do a world of good. Tension- 
breakers are a necessity. One 
side effect of college life Is 
awareness. Four years of thtnkln' 
and drlnkln' tend to do that. We 
can't Ignore the events unfolding 
In the Gulf but we shouldn't be- 
come so absorbed In them that 
our days are filled with shadows 
and our nights are that much 
darker. 
So what I'm saying Is that the 
Insider can provide those little 
getaways. We'll give you prlmo 
renegade Journalism about mu- 
sic, movies, and many more hip 
topics from the Land of the Fal- 
con. All we're asking for In return 
Is the chance to turn some of 
those frowns upside-down for a 
few precious minutes every Fri- 
day. A business major I'm not, 
but It sounds like one heck of a 
deal to me. 
There's nothing wrong with es- 
caping from the real world for a 
while. It's when you start hiding 
from It that you're In trouble. 
And hey, get a load of those 
fliers. 
Frank Esposilo, a junior Eng- 
lish major from Warren. Ohio. Is 




is  recyclable! 
Friday, January 25, 1991 
Clownin' Around 
An inside look at the big top rock of Phantom Circus 
by Morrella Raleigh 
contributing writer 
Insktor/John Potter 
The three rings of Phantom Circus (left to right) i Dave Pomeroy. 
James Ednle, and John UcAlea 
Clowns for Hire! Yes, there are 
clowns for hire right here in 
Bowling Green. But these clowns 
are probably quite different from 
the ones we all remember from 
childhood visits to the circus. 
Phantom Circus, the Bowling 
Green-based music group, are 
mischievously funny, but the 
ghostlike quality of their name 
suggests that the trio are some- 
how not quite all here. The miss- 
ing element here Is the dissatis- 
faction that the three University 
graduates are feeling with "life In 
the real world." 
"We don't take ourselves too 
seriously," guitarist and vocalist 
John McAlea said. This statement 
seems unbelievable coming from 
a man who confesses to believ- 
ing, "Everyone Is neurotic." 
Originally known as The 
Exchange, the band evolved Into 
Phantom Circus In February 
1989 after vocalist Todd Szopo 
quit. "We all liked the name 
Phantom and (Exchange per- 
formances) were just turning Into 
a f - -Ing circus," McAlea said. 
The Exchange played on a 
compilation of Northwest Ohio 
bands calledFrom (Ae Black 
Swamp and released one cas- 
sette. Why Can t the Exchange 
Play Here?, a title which sug- 
gested the shape of Image prob- 
lems to come. 
But the group has changed 
more than their name since those 
days and even since the Spring 
1990 release of the self-titled 
Phantom Circus cassette. 
"(The music) Is a little more 
violent now," drummer Dave 
Pomeroy said, "and a lot more 
exciting." 
■ SeeCircu, page 8. 
MAGAZINE 
Needs writers, photographers, 
copy editors, and artists 
for the Spring edition. 
Apply at 214 West Hall or 
call Deb at 372-2604 
THE PHEASANT ROOM 
offers a 
SUNDAY BUFFET 
All you can eat 
only $5.95 
located in the University Union 
Quantum 90 card accepted 
12-2 p.m.   372-7947 or 372-7949 
LIVE BAND 
flOCM-N-ROLL €rtfO«C€M€NTI 













EVA MARIE SAINT THEATRE 
UNIVERSITY HALL - B.G.S.U. 
Tickets available at box office 
prior to performance 




BG's Original Dance Bar 
Over 21 No Cover Charges Ever! 
under 21 $1.00 Admission Before 11pm Any Night 
i"     "UPTOWM"    "i 
$1.50 Admission 
i under 21 Any Night After 11pm ! 
■ 
Friday, January 25, 1991 
iA"Vl 
BG churches pray for peace 
by Maria E. Perme 
' uting writer 
It is 6 a.m., Friday morning 
The sun Is rising, another day be- 
ginning. 
Today marks day 10 of Opera- 
tion Desert Storm. With war 
comes uncertainty, fear, confu- 
sion and many unanswered ques- 
tions. To help area residents 
troubled by this tragic turn of 
events, several local churches are 
conducting prayer groups. These 
groups are aimed at people In the 
community concerned about 
their loved ones and friends In- 
volved In the Persian Gulf, but 
rfc" 
NOW! 
"THE MONSTER HIT OF 
THE SUMMER!" 
THE BIGGEST, BOLDEST 
MOVIE OF 
THE YEAR!" 
DIE,    ^ 
RD2 
Friday, January 25th and Saturday, January 26th 




are open to anyone with a con- 
cern In the matter. 
St. Thomas More Catholic 
Church. 425 Thurstin, Is conduct- 
ing a prayer vigil Wednesday 
evenings at 10 p.m. Anyone may 
attend to voice their "hopes, 
fears, and concerns In prayer 
about the war," according to 
Father Herb Weber, pastor of St. 
Tom's. Weber also explained that 
the entire staff Is making Itself 
available to speak with troubled 
Individuals. 
The Agape Church of Prayer 
located at 313 Thurstin, has a 
regular prayer meeting every 
Wednesday evening at 7 p.m. 
Pastor Levona Schall Is one of 
five people who hosted a prayer 
vigil at St. Harks Lutheran 
Church last Friday. Pastor Schall 
said that many local churches 
participated In the vigil that In- 
cluded special prayer devoted to 
world peace, service men. 
leaders, and their families. 
Everett Gagnon, Youth Pastor 
at Daysprlng Assembly of God, 
17360 N. Dixie Highway, said 
that his congregation has been 
praying for soldiers from the 
Wood County area for the past 
two months. Daysprlng s prayer 
service begins at 6 a.m. every 
morning. The church has dedi- 
cated every Monday as their spe- 
cial day for soldiers. 
The Bowling Green area has 
many diversified churches to 
unite with In prayer. The spiritu- 
al bond can be seen as a sign that 
we are all after one thing: world 
peace. 
by Frank Espostto 
edttor 
WEEKEND HOTLINE: 
Vambo Marble Eye and Schwah 
will be opening for the Afghan 
Whigs, a combo on Seattle's 
critically-acclaimed Sub Pop label 
at Frankle's this Friday ... Easys- 
treet Cafe plays host to The Proof, 
a Toledo classic-rock combo ... 
Jericho Turnpike and the Febru- 
arys will grace the Good Tymes 
on Saturday. 
LET GO: 
A pair of Dereks have popped up 
on the local release front. Ex- 
Uvlng End and Love Juice bassist 
Derrick Anderson released his 
first solo venture, Sunny Side 
Elvis, before migrating to the 
sunnier dimes of Los Angeles. 
Derek Wolfgram, acoustic guita- 
rist and WBGU scenester, has 
unveiled Rydtsdalt's Map. Both 
releases are available at Mad Hat- 
ter Records, 143 E. Wooster In 
downtown BG. 
GOING, GOING, GONE: 
The Dutch Crumbs, local power 
popsters and WBGU kingpins, 
called It quits over break. The ba- 
sic reason for the band's dissolu- 
tion seemed to be graduation, an 
ailment that plagues most local 
bands sooner or later. Crumbs 
vocalist/guitarist Eric Kllnger Is 
rumored to be playing bass for 
Toledo's Gone Daddy Finch. Such 
Crumbs classics as "Hearts of 
Men" and "Zip Gun" will un- 
doubtedly be In rotation at WBGU 
for years to come. 
GODHEAD: 
Congrats go out to Toledo's Thes- 
salonlan Dope Gods. Their Urban 
Witchcraft cassette receives a 
glowing review In this month's 
Issue of Alternative Press. Their 
hellishly rhythmic Industrial 
grooves have been shakln' the 
floorboards at the University of 
Toledo's WXUT for a good while 
now and If the AP story Is any In- 




Rumors continue to swirl In the 
skies over Northwest Ohio con- 
cerning a pair of musical re- 
alignments of local rock celebs. 
Mad Hatter's Billy Hanway 
supposedly has a combo called 
Liquid Alice In the works with 
Lee Kohler, formerly of Braille 
Radio. A drummer from Toledo Is 
also supposedly Involved, but 
things are still kind of tenuous, 
get me? 
Meanwhile, Mick Stevens (the 
Sygn, Four Hosemen, Thin Blue 
Lounge, Karma Kanlx) Is said to 
be working on what seems like 
his tenth project of the year with 
none other than three-fourths of 
the BG lineup of the psychedelic 
funsters who were Psychobllly 
Cadillac - namely, Jeff Ingle, Tom 
Kelsey, and Dave Lechner. With 
those cultural terrorists back In 
circulation, ya Just know trou- 
ble's afoot. There's something In 
the air. 
University   Ambassadors University   Ambassadors University   Ambassadors 
Did you know that these key people on campus are not only involved 
in the activities listed, but are also University Ambassadors? 
You can be a part of this outstanding group too. Applications are available 
at 405 Student Services and Mileti Alumni Center (due by Feb. 4). 
Matt Baker Business Student Association Amy Kirrwr Amnesty International 
Mark Blakely Phi Beta lambda Gate Kurela Fellowship of Christian Athletes 
1 is.i (In- km,in Financial Management Association Misty langley Radio and T.V. 
Deb Cordes Amcrnan Marketing Association News Directors Association 
I racy Cottle Army National Guard Amy lethko University Alumni Association 
Barbara Dagnino Nursing Student Association Dan Mordarski Pre-Law Society 
(isa Desalvo Rush Counselor Jennifer Morse Protect touch 
Julie Elliot Golden Key Erica Neal Fashion Merchandising 
National Honor Society Association 
Kmien Fea Recruiting Assistant Matthew Olsen Hall Council 
tor Plat entent Office Chana Peyton Mmonty Business 
Rhonda f Htman Undergraduate Student Government Student Association 
Audrey flowers Black Student Union Rungsinee Phoudad   University Tour Guide 
(eft Onbons WBGU Sports Director Lisa Rinschler Senior Programming Board 
Shannon Cnffm Hospitality Management Association Andrea Rocha Intramurah 
1 inda Hawkins Deans list Scholar Chrissy Schroedel University Activities Organization 
Douglas Heck Accounting Club Andrea Shemberg WBGU Disc lockey 
DM »nn.i Hoelsche Senior Programming Board Marc sti.ihu Sigma PN Epsilon 
foan Hoffman Phi Fta Sigma Michelle Suydam Student Recreation Center 
Sharon Johnson Outstanding Student Association Wendy Wise Ohio Student 
Nicole Kemock Orientation leader Education Association 
Rich King Pi Sigma tpvlon Julie Zimmerman 1989 90 Frieda Fakon 
Eli/aheth Kinker lapanese Club 
University   Ambassadors University   Ambassadors University   Ambassadors 




"Angry Clocks" by Allen Etttr 
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CINEMARK THEATRES 
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Exhibit snags spotlight 
by Deborah Hippie 
contributing wider 
A bonanza of chromatic art- 
istry is currently exploding at the 
University Graduate Exhibition. 
Located In the Fine Arts Build- 
ing Gallery and sponsored by the 
School of Art, the free exhibit fea- 
tures the work of 15 University 
graduate students. 
Some pieces Include a water 
color and oil pastel by Karen 
Boyer entitled, "We All Fall 
Down," Dawn McClurg's mixed 
media "Nothing Human I" and 
Holly Hamilton's "Of the Vanish- 
ing Years" done In graphite and 
prlsma color. 
Todd Bross, a second year 
graduate student In art, said the 
exhibit Is "almost mandatory" for 
graduate art students. Bross said 
he currently has three pieces In 
the show and he is "relatively 
happy" with the work he has 
done. 
The artist said the department 
"expects" participation in shows 
and undergraduates and faculty 
are also Included In this require- 
ment. Last semester, the School 
of Art sponsored a Faculty show 
and Bross said when the graduate 
show comes down, undergradu- 
ates will have the opportunity to 
display their wares as well. 
Bross added that the pieces he 
chose for the show express his 
particular feelings on the Persian 
Gulf crisis. 
"The war played a factor in the 
(placement) of the pieces," he 
said. 
Bross described one of the dis- 
played pieces as "a round piece 
... with socks attached to it." 
Jodl Hansen. a freshman art 
therapy major, was admiring the 
artwork this week and said she 
liked what she saw. 
"A lot of this is expressive and 
it means more when you can see 
it Instead of just having someone 
tell It to you," she said. 
Chris Williams, freshman 
art/graphic design major, said 
there are many pieces he particu- 
larly enjoyed in the exhibit. 
"I especially liked the oil paint- 
ings but the bronze female figure 
is done nicely," he said. 
Gallery hours are Monday- 
Friday 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m. and 
Sunday 2-5 p.m. The exhibit runs 
through Jan. 31 and Is open to 
all. 
Insider/Jell KodcliHe 
"Choices In Translation" 
by Ksrtn Boyer 
Seniors 
Have 15 minutes and a bursar account? 
Both will get you in the 
1991 KEY yearbook. 
When you schedule a 15 minute senior 
portrait setting, a S6 basic sitting fee is 
charged to your bursar account. That's 
all. And there is no obligation to buy a 
portrait package, although you probably 
will. 
Sittings are now underway. 
Call 372-8086 today. 
Six bucks won't get you 
much today: a small pizza 
with a few items or a cheap 
T-shirt. Both don't last long. 
But $6 will get you 
immortalized forever in The 
Book, your book. 
sttm 
Friday, January 25, 1991 
Coffee meets Kafka at BG hangout 
by Wendy M. King 
stoff wnler 
Unlverslly students have 
found fertile ground for their ar- 
tistic urges and ponderlngs. as 
well as a cool place to hang out. 
In Grounds for Thought, a coffee 
house-style bookstore located at 
174 South Main In downtown 
Bowling Green. 
The front of the store may look 
like an Ice cream or coffee shop 
but the back, stocked with a 
reasonably-priced Inventory of 
more than 40,000 used books, 
looks more like a library. 
Soft music plays In the back- 
ground, sometimes jazz, some- 
times classical or folk. The aroma 
of coffee and homemade pastries 
permeates the air. The people are 
friendly when you want them to 
be, or let you sit In solitude, 
studying or reading the paper If 
you wish. 
uno     uno     uno     uno     uno 
Set Away Hits Spring Break to Sunny Florida! Spend your ] 
days relaxing on the beautiful beaches of 
KEY WEST] 
'385 covert hotel and transportation. 
[U^5) March 23-31, 1991 
Please contact at 2-2343 
for more info, or stop by the office 
on the 3rd floor of the union. 
uno     uno     uno     uno     uno 
Chill Out With Chester Cheetah 
and Cheetos at Chily's Express! 
(My that three timti fast, Dude) 
Purchase a bag of Cheetos 
at Chily's Express for 
a chance to win a 
Chester Cheetah Paw 
Play game, a Chester 
Cheetah watch, or a 
Chester Cheetah 
sweatshirt! 
Now through February 1 !  Stop in 




open 7 days a week 
2p.m. til 11:30p.m. 
Grounds For Thought offers a 
sumptuous selection of home- 
made pastries and cookies as well 
as Ice cream and various types of 
cheesecakes. Subs are also avail- 
able, made daily by DIBenldetto's 
Pasta and Subs. This hip local es- 
tablishment has 30 different cof- 
fees from all over the world. 
"We have flavored coffees, 
such as Pecan, straights like Co- 
lombian Supremo, dessert cof- 
fees, such as Mocha Delight and 
Cafe L Orange.' Kelly Wicks, one 
of the store's owners, said. 
Wicks runs the store along with 
his parents Jerry (a sociology 
professor at the University) and 
Sandy and his sister Bridget. 
They opened the store about a 
year ago but the Idea had been 
around long before that. 
"We kicked the idea around for 
at least ten years," Kelly Wicks 
said. "We traveled a lot when I 
was younger, and would always 
go to coffee shops." 
Two years ago, the Wicks fami- 
ly realized they had the time and 
the money to make the dream be- 
come a reality. The shop original- 
ly focused on offering coffee and 
used books. Customers and 
friends suggested new Ideas as a 
means of enhancing the store's 
cultural appeal. Grounds for 
Thought now showcases art 
openings, poetry readings, and 
the occasional musical perform- 
ance. 
The poetry readings normally 
■ Sec Grounds, page 8. 
iftSlDERi 
Doctor Dave 
dreams of '90 
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Jan 24 - 26 
352-9951 
Terry Davidson 
& the Gears 
18-20 Welcome 
$2.00 cover after 9:30 
21 and Over 
$1 00 cover after 9:30 
HOURS: 
Mon.-Sat.: Noon 'til 2:30 a..m. 
Sunday: 2:00 p.m. 'til 2:30 a.m. 
* Mini-Pitchers Every Day* 
by Dave iatkind 
College ol Muscat Knowledge 
Welcome back, class. This Is 
now semester number three of 
"Dr. Dave's Incredible College of 
Musical Knowledge." Where has 
the time gone? Dr. Dave hopes all 
of you had a fun break and are 
ready to start stretching your 
mental musical muscles. 
Nurse Schmidt wanted to re- 
mind you folks that all quiz tunes 
are always Top 40 hits from 
1980 to the present. You can 
only have one winner per house- 
hold, per semester. Also, winners 
are determined by finding the en- 
try with the highest score. In case 
of a tie. Nurse Schmidt will ran- 
domly select one of the highest-s- 
coring entries. To have a shot at 
winning this (or any) week's 
prize please submit your entry 
with your answers, your name, 
address, phone number on any 
sheet of paper to "Dr. Dave's Mu- 
sic Quiz," c/o 214 West Hall. 
Bowling Green, Ohio, 43403. 
You may either send In your en- 
try or drop it In the wooden box 
marked "Dr. Dave's Music Quiz" 
in Room 210 West Hall. Also, if 
you feel the urge, you may send 
any comments, questions, sug- 
gestions or money to this ad- 
dress. Submit your entry for this 
week's quiz before noon, 
Wednesday, January 30, 1991 
Employees of any BGSU Pub- 
lication are not eligible. The wln- 
■See Dr. Dave, page 8. 
LI Horton 
HOW TO   LOOK   COOL 
rtetet' ioioc TO ffPiNi, fAtwitiJ for. f\-icAP-o<-0  evjee-4 
CAP 
WHITE,    WITH A   tuiif, 
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1-Ht 
We love Plebesl 
You con show your affection too by sponsoring Plebes for $7.50-1 week. Coll 
Jon Stubbs ot 372-2601 for more information. 
\ ihSlDERl 
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Condom In hand. Itetalslorm's mailer of disaster Gary Davis ponders the future of rock as he knows It. Insldcr/Jeff RodcMfr 
IT'S GONNA RAIN HARD 
WBGU'S Metalstorm Raises A Racket 
byOMnWhMtar 
slot) wrrter 
Run io the basement and plug 
your can, Metalstorm has 
launched an all out assault that 
should fall favorably on the ears 
of Metal lovers campuswlde. 
Metalstorm Is a radio show that 
airs on WBGU-FM 88.1 every 
Thursday and Friday from mid- 
night to three a.m., and Saturday, 
ten to midnight. The show covers 
metal from the classics to modern 
rock, and also keeps up on the 
local music scene with band 
Interviews and guest DJs. 
Heavy Metal has emerged from 
McDonald's parking lots and dar- 
kened basements Into the spot- 
light of MTV and Top 40. and 
Metalstorm Is here to shine that 
spotlight on Bowling Green. 
Metal has always ruled the Amer- 
ican Midwest. Metalstorm has 
proven this cultural fact of life by 
winning a strong following. 
"Hell yeah," was the response 
of Gary Davis, a Metalstorm DJ. 
when asked If he Ukes what he's 
doing. Davis has been a Metal- 
storm DJ and program director 
for the past three years. 
Davis has been a metal fan 
ever since kindergarten when he 
got his first Kiss album. "When I 
came to the University, I went to 
a couple of WBGU meetings and 
always had my eye set on metal. 
My sophomore year 1 started do- 
ing the Metalstorm show, and It 
has kept me going strong here on 
campus ever since, "Davis said. 
Davis Is also optimistic about 
the show's recent success. "At 
first, we didn't have very many 
requests, but each year the 
requests Increased and (our pop- 
ularity) has picked up a lot." he 
said. 
The Increase In the show's 
popularity can be traced to ad- 
vertising and to Increased 
awareness of the show by Uni- 
versity students But the biggest 
propaganda for Metalstorm thus 
far has been the selling of Metal- 
storm T-shirts. 
Three years ago. Davis came 
up with the Idea to sell the shirts 
and sold only 40. But this year, 
sales have rose to over 130 and 
Include not only T-shtrts. but 
sweatshirts as well. 
Enjoying their new over- 
whelming popularity, Metalstorm 
decided to stretch the limits of 
WBGU radio, and sponsored a 
condom giveaway last spring. 
"We had an unbelieveable 
amount of requests (for the con- 
doms)," Davis said. "People were 
still calling early (his fall asking 
for more, so we did It again be- 
fore Thanksgiving and plan to do 
It once more before spring 
break," he said. 
"You don't have to be a guy to 
like (Metalstorm)." Saturday 
night Metalstorm DJ Kristin 
Schluep said. "It's very stereoty- 
pical that only males ages 18 to 
24 listen to Heavy Metal. It's a 
girl's music Just as much as It Is a 
guys." 
"It's a fun show to listen to and 
has a dedicated following." 
WBGU Assistant Music Director 
Aaron Martina said. "The show 
plays a wide range of music, 
from East German hard rock to 
BrazlMan beau. You don't have 
to have long hair to like It." he 
added. 
"I don't think that Metal Is 
mainstream," Ed Shlmborske, 
Assistant Music Director at 
WXUT at Toledo University said. 
"Metal Is an alternative form of 
music, and It's Important to stress 
all kinds of alternative music." he 
added. 
"I like the Metalstorm show be- 
cause It adds a hometown flavor 
to all of my favorite rock," said 
freshman education major Rob 
Winer. "It also lets me know 
what's going with the local music 
scene." he said. 
As for the future of Metal- 
storm, the show's five year an- 
niversary Is right around the cor- 
ner. Davis said that he's trying to 
organize a five year anniversary 
show. In which he'll have a few 
of the past Metalstorm DJs and 
who ever else he can find that's 
crazy enough to be on the air. 
Heavy Metal fans will no doubt 
find a head banging home at the 
bottom end of the radio dial In 
Metalstorm. 
Friday, January 25, 1991 
I From Dr. D»v*. page 6. 
ner's name(s) and the correct an- 
swers will be disclosed In this 
column next week (If the world Is 
still here). 
FOR THE DEBUT QUIZ OF 
1991.1 THOUGHT WE SHOULD 
LOOK BACK FOR A MOMENT 
AND REMEMBER 1990. SO. THIS 
WEEK'S QUIZ SALUTES SOME 
OF THE 20 BIGGEST HITS OF 
1990: 
Freshman level-One point 
each. 
1. The biggest hit of 1990 was 
"Hold On". What female trio sang 
It? 
2. Who sang "Another Day In 
Paradise"? 
Sophomore level-Two points 
each. 
3. Whose first solo hit was the 
theme song from "Young Guns 
2", "Blaze of Glory"? 
4 What trio sang "Do Me!"? 
Junior level-Three points each. 
5. Who sang "How Am I Sup- 
posed To Live Without You"? 
6. What group told us to "Pump 
Up the Jam"? 
Senior level-Four points each. 
7. Who sang and danced "Op- 
posltes Attract" with a cat? 
8. What 1990 hit contained the 
memorable lyrics. "I am the 
flower; you were the seed. We 
walked In the garden; we planted 
a tree"? 
Graduate level-Five points each. 
9. Who sang the 1990 Number 
One hit "Close To You"? 
10. What duo sang " Don't 
Know Much"? 
Like last year, this week's win- 
ner will receive a FREE promo- 
tional cassette tape courtesy of 
Finders Records and Tapes, lo- 
cated at 128 N. Main, Bowling 
Green. 





• FULL LIQUOR LICENSE 
• Thurs. - Fri.. MUSIC & DANCING 
• SAT. • LIVE COMEDY 





*   LIVE COMEDY * 
EXTRAVAGANZA 
6 COMICS 
RESERVATIONS ft. INFORMATION 
354-7499 
SHOWTIMES 8 P.M. & 10:30 P.M.* 
DOORS OPEN 7:15 P.M. 
" Two Drink Minimum " 
mimm.ni nu——aw— 
■ From Grounds, page 6.  
consist of an hour reading by a 
poet, usually an Instructor or stu- 
dent from the University. The 
mike Is then open for anyone 
who wishes to read poetry or fic- 
tion. 
Connie Vlvrett, a Master of 
Fine Arts candidate In Creative 
Writing, read her poetry at 
Grounds for Thought last semes- 
ter. She feels the shop Is Instru- 
■ From Circus, page 3.  
According to Pomeroy, the 
group's main Inspiration comes 
from Charles Kurault, but Ednle. 
a Toledo native, claims that the 
band's members "probably all 
have totally different influen- 
ces." 
The songs on the eight song 
cassette, available at Mad Hatter 
Music Co. In downtown BG. con- 
tains contemplative lyrics about 
the real world. 
The observations of life in 
"Something to See" Include "I 
wasn't born with an Instruction 
book" and "Something to see/ In 
the way we move and what we 
do." "Polly Esther," which also 
appeared on the Exchange cas- 
sette, could represent the search 
mental In giving writers experi- 
ences in communicating their 
work with others. 
"It is a good way to get people 
to see your writings If you've 
never been published. Unless 
you've been published in some- 
thing like Pralrlt Margins, not 
many people know your work." 
Vlvrett said. 
"The coffeehouse atmosphere 
really goes well with the poetry 
readings," Ken Letko. English lec- 
turer, and editor of the Mid 
American Review, said. 
"Grounds for Thought has a 
unique atmosphere," Amy Cub- 
berly, sophomore art major, said. 
"It culturally enhances the Bowl- 
ing Green area, particularly the 
University community." 
for satisfaction In life. "And she 
can tell that no one understands 
the way she feels/ And happi- 
ness will not be found/ Yes she's 
looking all around." 
This group is not exactly de- 
pressed. They are just a little dis- 
illusioned. 
"We're sloppy and out of con- 
trol but a lot of fun," Pomeroy 
said. 
Pomeroy had once said he 
would like to see "a feeling of 
unity In the local music scene." 
He now thinks this Is definitely 
"missing." 
"Everybody is out for them- 
selves." Pomeroy said. "The mu- 
sic business Is not something that 
has to be competitive. 
McAIea added, "Originality 
and fun doesn't make for shit." 
The group denied rumors that 
they are breaking up. "We Just 
haven't played In a while," Ednle 
said. 
"We all hate each other," 
McAIea said. But their playful 
joking suggests otherwise. In 
fact, the group plans to make a 
move together to "somewhere 
west and warmer," according to 
McAIea. 
"I plan on committing my life 
to drinking and getting out of my 
job and being in a band," he said. 
These clowns are far from 
punctual but If you see the big 
top go up, a good show probably 
Isn't far away. 
Help us keep Binky ollvel 
The Life in Hell Strip needs a sponsor for Spring Semester. Coll Jon Stubbs ot 
372-2601 for more information. Just $15.00-1 week. 
- ■■-    .■■V-'-Vi'"1'-*'' H1I*S«*I 
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Television Listings 
From Jan. 25th 
Thru Jan. 31 st 
DAYTIMEMORNING        JANUARY 25,1991 - JANUARY 31,1991 
5:00 5:30 6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 
O PMMag Business News This Morning Sally Jessy Raphael Joker's Wild Challengers Price 
O Sign-OfI Cont'd Wok With Yan Mr Dressup Sesame St 
CD Home Shopping Spree CBS NfM Newsg This Morning People Ct Trump Card B DeAngelis Family Feud Price 
CD Sign-Off Ag-Day News NBC News Todayg Sally Jessy Raphael Wh   Fortune Concentr Tell Truth 
ffl Sign-OfI Cont'd ABC News Good Morning America Q Live - Regis 8 Kathie Lee Joan Rivers Home 
ffl Sign-Off Cont'd Business Homestretch Sesame Street g Instructional Programming 
© Sign-Off Cont'd Homestretch Contact Sesame Street g Instructional Programming 
© Sign-Off Cont'd 01. Joe Ninia Turtles Melodies Woody Muppets Robert Tilton 700 Club Varied 
m Father News Corporate Video Power G 1 Joe DuckTales Gummi B. Menace Happy Days Laverne Bewitched Webster Spoons 
ESPN Basketball Getting Fit In Motion Nation s Business Today SportsCtr Varied Programs Getting Fit 
TMC Movie Varied Movie | Movie Movie 
DAYTIMEAFTERNOON 
11:30 12:00 12:30 1:00 1:30 2:00 2:30 3:00 3:30 4:00 4:30 5:00         5:30 
O Price News Young and tr e Restless Bold. Bea As the World Turns Guiding Light Geraldo Donahue 
O Sesame St. Midday Country Practice Coronation Take the High Road Never Twain Talkabout Danger Bay Video Hits Do It 
CD Price News g Young and the Restless Bold. Bea As the Work) Turns Guiding Light Oprah Winlrey g Golden Girls Cosby Show 
CD Tnalwatch News Closer Look Days ol Our Lives q Another World Santa Barbara Gro. Pains ALFg Donahue 
03 Home Match Game Loving q All My Children One Lite to Live General Hospital Geraldo Hard Copy News 
ffl Instructional Varied Instructional Programming Varied Reading Sesame Street g Mr Rogers Varied 
SD Instructional Instructional Programming Movie Animals Sesame Street g Mr Rogers Sq  1 TV 
CD New Beaver Jeannie Odd Couple Haidcastle and McCormick Laverne Flintstones Peter Pan DuckTales Chip-Oale Tiny Toon Highway to Heaven 
0D Jeffersons Q H'mooner 1 Love Lucy Andy Griffith B  Hillbillies Facts ol Lite Chipmunks Peter Pan Chip-Dale Tale Spin Tiny Toon Gro Pains Head Clss 
ESPN Training In Motion Bodyshape Jake Varied Programs Auto Racing Legends ol Wrestling Varied Programs 
TMC Movie Movie Movie Varied Movie                                                     {Varied 
Worth 
The best in 
entertainment 
and information 
is on your public 
station, Channel 
27. Check the 




DO YOU WANT TO BE AN ENVIRONMENTAL 
SHOPPER? 
If you do, we are the business for you! 
WO     (willy'      lIlO    StOTO    tO    yOU)' 
• 100% ORGANIC NO\ ANIMAL TESTED PRODUCTS 
• RARE OILS. BEADS, INSCENCE, ETC. 
• STRING BAGS. CA\ CRUSHERS, ETC 
• GRATEFUL DEAD MERCHANDISE 
• RECYCLING CONTAINERS. WOOD CLOTH RACKS, ETC. 
• MUCH, MUCH. MORE.. 
wicT.'-^i.ffc-e-"':..''^.* citheperjorulutdm 
call for info: 352 3081 
HAIR UNLIMITED 
143 W. WOOSTER 353-3281 
Quality Hair Care at 
Reasonbie Prices 
• Guys cuts always S8 00 
• Nexxus Products available 
THE TANNING CENTER 
3 convenient locations 
- 143 W. Wooster 
- 248 N Main 
- 993 S. Main 
We hUtf Mil LOCH 
Competitors Lower UnrtIM rrices 
lO        Friday, January 25, 1991 
FRIDAY EVENING            JANUARY 25, 1991 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O News CBS News Cleveland Guns ol Paradise With Connie Chung Sons and Daughters News Newhart Arsenio Hall 
o CBC News Front Page Sketches Street Legal Tommy Hunter Journal CBC NOVJI Good Rockm Tonite Can t Stop 
ID News CBS News Wh Fortune Jeopardy' Guns ol Paradise With Connie Chung Sons and Daughters News Amenca-Nite TBA Edition 
ID News NBC News Ent Tonight Night Court Quantum Leap Dark Shadows Midnight Caller News Tonight Snow Letterman 
K) Personalities ABC News Cur Altai' Family Feud Full House New Kids on Block Strangers 20/20 Arsenio Hall NigntLne Party 
m Bod-Reel Business MacNeil/lehrer Newshour Wash Week Wall St Doctor Who European Urwv Forum Mystery' 
© MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Business McLaughlin Wash Week Wan St Great Pertormances Rap City Rhapsody Served? In the Emperor's Name 
m Whos Boss Charles Night Court Mama America's Most Wanted Against the Law Star Trek: Next Gener Star Trek Movie:   Superfly TNT. 
© Gro Pains Family Ties Boss' Boss' America's Most Wanted Against the Law News M"A"S-H M'A'S'H Hunter 
ESPN Moloworld Up Close SportsCtr Skiing World Alpine Championships Tennis Australian Open SpeedWeek SportsCtr College Basketball 
TMC Movie    Drugstore Cowboy   Cont'd Movie   Stand by Me Movre: "Disorganized Crime'' Movie    She-Devil 
SATURDAY AFTERNOON        JANUARY 26,1991 
11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 1:00 1:30 2:00 2:30 3:00 3:30 4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30 
O Bill S Ted Pee-wee Paid Prog Marketing College Basketball Nevada-Las Vegas at Louisville Madden Bow) Prevww PGA Golt: Phoenix Open 
o Sesame Street Anything Disability Gardener     |Fish'n          |Driver's Seat|Peopl -Dog Sportsweekend 
CD Bill s Ted Pee-wee Dink Storybreak College Basketball: Nevada-Las Vegas at Louisville Madden Bowl Preview PGA Golt: Phoenix Open 
© Saved-Beii Guys Sat Videos Inside Stull Cotege Basketball Minors at Michigan College Basketball Michigan State at Indiana Sototlex Woo Diet 
s> Bugs & Tweety PBA Bowling ARC Pinole Open Golf Senior Skins Game Wide World ol Sports 
ffl P Franey Microwave Cooking Garden Gourmet Ok) House Workshop Hometime Collectors Tracks Austin City Limits Bradshaw on Homecommj 
GD Vels Only Tied Trost MotorWeek Rod-Reel Ok) House Garden Workshop Hometime Gourmet Cooking Ciao Itaka Alexander MotorWeek Scl   MoiX-l 
89 WWF Superstars Movie:  "Hannie CaukJer Movie: "Chtach I Chong's The Corscan Brothers" Out ot Work) Secret 1 D Harry-Hendr Dummy 
0D Charles New Lassie Movie: "The Neverendmg Story'' Movie:   Iceman' Star Search Utestytes-Rrch 
ESPN Outdoors SportsCtr. Rodeo College Basketball: Xavier at South Florida American Muscle College Football East-West Shrine Classic 
TMC A Chorus Line  Cont'd Movie    She-Devil                                                    ("American Ninja 2: The Confrontation Movre:  The Bear Movie:   Hamburger Hill 
SATURDAY EVENING 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O News CBS News Big Chuck Electnc Uncle Buck Lenny All-Madden Team Candid Camera News Movie    Fortress 
o Sat Report Midday Real rishing Don Cherry NHL Hockey Toronto Maple Leals at Chicago Blackhawks CBC News                       JNiqhl Music 
o News CBS News Wh Fortune Cash Eip College Basketball: Eastern Michigan at Toledo World Vision News Star Search Rock N Ron 
ID News NBC News Entertainment Tonight Amen FaneMBoys Golden Girls Empty Nest Carol & Co. Dear John News Saturday Night Live 
m Fishing ABC News Super Bowl Special Young Riders Undercover Tag Team Arsenio Hall American Gladiators 
m Oegrassi Newtons Lawrence We* Show Great Performances Ohio Workers Rap City Rhapsody Austin City Limits 
© European Tony Brown Lawrence Welk Show Volunteer Connection Telethon Lonesome Pine Special Red Dwarf 
© Boss1 Charles N.ghl Court NBA Basketball Detroit Pistons at Orlando Magic Star Trek Comic Stnp: Late Night Movie: "Neighbors 
SD Star Trek Next Gener Pistons NBA Basketball Detroit Pistons at Orlando Magic News Chance Come Stnp: Late Night Hot Dog   The Movie 
Esm Cotege Footbas SportsCtr Super Bowl |NFL Great NFL Great NFL Films: DOS Tennis  Australian Open 
TMC Hamburger Hill Cont'd Movie   A Tiger's Tale Movie:   She-Devil Movie: "Games That Lovers Play 
RECORD TAPE & CD EXCHANGE 






IMFast Special Orders!!! 
$1.00 OFF with this ad 
on $6.00 items or more 
NO LIMIT 
Sale, Consignment, Special Orders 
or Trades Excluded. . . 


















Don't let the other guys put you 
through the 'motions. 
$2.00 Of 
any servic 
the wave • hair becomes art 
-135 1/2 e. court e 353-WAVE 
Friday. January 25, 1991        II 
SUNDAY AFTERNOON           JANUARY 27,1991 
11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 1:00 1:30 2:011 2:30 3:00 3:30 4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30 
a Wall SI Jrnl Sports 8 College Basketball: Georgetown at Pittsburgh College Basketball Georgia Tech at North Carolina PGA Goll Phoenix Open 
o Coronation Best Years Meeting Place Canada Hymn Sing Sunday Arts Entertainment Sportsweekend Grizzly Adams 
ID Coach's Jay Eck College Basketball: Georgetown at Pittsburgh College Basketball Georgia Tech at North Carolina PGA Goll Phoenix Open 
ID Shut-ins Mass NBA Show NBA Basketball Los Angeles Lakers at Boston Celtics SportsWortd Fishing Cheers 
ffl Week-David Brmkley Solotlex Close-Up Business Golf Senior Skins Game Super Bowl Pregame 
© Tony Brown Market Adam Smith Wall St. Primary Colors Live From Lincoln Center Civ.lWar 
SD Degrassi Newtons One on One Adam Smith Volunteer Connection Telethon Lawrence Welk Show Nat Cole Health 
60 Twin Slar Brain Movie: "The Odd Couple Video Haywire Cops Cops Charles Dracula Superboy Super Force 
©) American Gladiators Star Trek: Next Gener. Movie   The Jayne Mansfield Story'' Movie:  Killer in the Mirror Boss? Gro Pains 
ESPN Reporters SportsCtr NFL Gameday: Super Bowl Special Super Bowl SuperBowl Super Bowl NFL Dream Bowl SuperBowl Super Bowl Road Race Skiing 
TMC Lite-A  Hardy Movie   Black Widow Movie:  Without a Clue                         | Movie   Undercover Another 
SUNDAY EVENING 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O News CBS News 60 Minutes Murder, She Wrote Movie.  The Fulfillment of Mary Gray' News Siskel Arsenio Hall 
o Bonanza Family Hour Carmen on Ice Down to Earth Venture CBC News The Last Outlaw 
CD News CBS News 60 Minutes Murder. She Wrote Movie: "The Fulfillment of Mary Gray News Movie   Club Mad" 
ID News NBC News TV's Censored Bloopers Real Life With Jane Pauley Movie   Little White Lies News Hoggin s Byron Allen 
ffl Super Bowl Buffalo Bills or Los Angetes Raider vs. Ne\ v Vork Gianis or San Franci ico 49ers Davis Rules Editors Snakmaster Doctor Is In 
© Lawrence Welk Snow Geographic Nature Masterpiece Theatre Dances Ideas Bookmark Defense 
0D Bradshaw on Homecoming Austin City Limits Nature Footsteps Masterpiece Theatre Dances Classics 
© Slar Trek Next Gener True Colors Parker L In Color Get a Life Married Good Grief Comic Strip Live TBA TBA Fn the 13th Series 
0D Head Clss Family Ties True Colors Parker L In Color Get a Life Married Good Grief News Sports Xtra Comic Strip Live K Copeiand World Vision 
ESPN Skiing US Men's Pro Dog Show: Astro Wide World Ol Sports Thrills Boxing: Damiani vs Mercer NFL Pnmetime NFL'S Greatest Moments 
THC Another Mans Poison" Movie:  She-Devil" Movie:  Black Widow Movie: "Backfire 
MONDAY EVENING        JANUARY 28,1991 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00   I   12:30 
o News CBS News Cleveland Shade Maior Dad Murphy B Design W Trials ol Rosie O Neili News Newhart Arsenio Haa 
o CBC News Canada Max Ghck Fresh Prince Degrassi Heart ol the High Country Journal CBC News SCTV Persuaders 
CD News CBS News Wh Fortune Jeopardy1 Shade Major Dad Murpny B Oesign.W. Trials ol Rosie O'Neill News America-Nite TBA Edition 
ID News NBC News Ent. Tonight Night Court Unsolved Mysteries Movie: * Manhunt Search for the Night Stalker News TomgmShow Letterman 
ffl Personalities ABC News Cur. Affair Family Feud American Music Awards Arsenio Hall Nightline Party 
m Chemistry Business MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Travels American Experience Cafe Lena EastEnders Civil War 
89 MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Business Wild Am Travels American Experience Cafle Lena Are You' Mystery' 
© Boss' Charles Nighl Court NBA Basketball Washington Bullets at Detroit Pistons Star Trek Next Gener Star Trek Movie: "Forbidden' 
SD Boss' Family Ties Boss? NBA Basketball Washington Bullets at Detroit Pistons News M-A-S-H M'A-S'H Hunter 
ESPN Sports Up Close SportsCtr College Basketball: Syracuse at Connecticut College Basketball Iowa at Illinois SportsCtr College Basketball 




$22.50 a Dozen 
Cash - and - Carry 
42« CAST  WOOSICR  STREET 
BOWLING  GREEN    OHIO 43402 
TELEPHONE I4I»I  3S3-104S 
STORE  FRONT  ON  WOOSTER 
Friday, January 25, 1991 
illSlDERJ 
TUESDAY EVENING          JANUARY 29,1991 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 111:311 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
a News CBS News Cleveland Rescue 911 State ol Union Top Cops News Newhan Arsenio Mall 
o CBCNews Raccoons Alk).  Alk)1 5th estate Market PI Man Alive Journal CBCNews SCTV Rising Damp ThatsBoy 
«D News CBS News Wh Fortune Jeopardy* Rescue 911 Slate ol Union Top Cops News Amenca-Nite TBA IBA 
13 News NBC News Ent Tonight Night Court Matiock State ol Union Law 8 Order News Tonight Show Letterman 
m Personalities ABC News Cur Aflair Family Feud Boss' Davis Rules State ol Union ttwiysomething Arsemo Hall Nightline Parly 
® Chemistry Business r.'jcNen/lemer Newshour Nova Ftonata Atlred 1 DuPont Journalism Awards EastEnders OhwBus 
bit] MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Business Wild Am Nova Frontline Alfred r DuPont Journalism Awards Masterpiece Theatre 
Boss' Charles Night Court Mama Movie.   The Survivors'' Star Trek Next Gener Star Trek Not Jusl Another Aflair 
• Boss' Family lies Boss' Movie   Jaws News M'A'S'H M'A'S'H Hunter 
ESPN NBA Today Up Close SportsCtr College Basketball Kansas at Kansas State College Basketball: Kentucky at Auburn SportsCtr Great American Events 
IMC Shoft Film Movie "Luclty Still                               | Movie:   Heart Condition" Movie "Cop" Movie:  The Barbarians" 
WEDNESDAY EVENING            JANUARY 30,1991 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
o News CBS News Cleveland 48 Hours Movie Awards News Newhart Arsenio Hall 
a Q.B(_     Nf*S Bcomoers. Stones Night Heat Nature ol Things Journal OtJC N6W5 SCTV My Girl My Girl 
• News CBS News Wh Fortune Jeopardy
1 48 Hours Movie Awards News Amenca-Nrte TBA Edition 
News NBC News Ent Tonight Night Court Unsolved Mysteries Night Court Seinfeld Hunter News Tonight Show Letterman 
m Personalities ABC News Cur Aflair Family Feud Wonder Y Gro  Pains DoogieH Married P Equal Justice Arsenio Hall Nightline Parly 
9 Write Business MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour College Basketful: Ban State at Bowling Green State Smithsonian World Innovation Art Beat Leprosy 
© MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Business Wild Am Uve From Lincoln Center Are You' American Experience 
© Boss' Charles Night Court Mama Movie: "An Officer and a Gentleman" Star Trek; Next Gener Star Trek "Iron Eagle 
© Boss' Family Ties Boss' Family Ties Red Wing NHL Hockey Detroit Red Wings at Minnesota North Stars News M'A'S'H Hunter 
ESPN Inside PGA SportsCtr College Basketball: St John's at Georgetown College Basketball: Duke at Georgia Tech SportsCenter Rodeo: International Finals 
TMC Short Film "Amencan Nmuj 2 The Confrontation Movie: "Drugstore Cowboy" Movie:  Watchers Movie: "Ministry ol Vengeance" 
THURSDAY EVENING      JANUARY 31,1991 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O News CBS News Cleveland Top Cops Flash Good Sports Knots Landing News Newhart Arsenio H* 
o CBCNews On Road Uto Adnenne Clarkson CODCO Kids in the Hall Journal CBC News SCTV 1 Laugh 
o News CBS News Wh Fortune Jeopardy' Top Cops Flash Good Sports Knots Landing News Amenca-Nite TBA Edition 
ID News NBC News Enl Tomghl Night Court Cosby Show Of. World Cheers Wings LA Law News Tonight Show Letterman 
tt) Personalities ABC News Cur. Atfan Family Feud Father Dowlmg Mysteries Gabriel s Fire Primetime Uve Arsenio Han Nightline Party 
SB Write Business MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Wild Am Butterflies Mystery1 Miracle Planet Journal Frontline 
SD MacNeii/lehrer Newshour Business Wild Am Thurs Nite Old House Mystery' Bradshaw on Homecoming Served' Thurs Nile Interests 
Boss' Charles Night Court Mama Simpsons Babes Beverly Hills. 90210 Star Trek: Next Gener Star Trek "Reflections ol Murder 
6D Boss' Family Ties Boss' Family Ties Simpsons Babes Beverly His. 90210 News M'A'S'H M'A'S-H Hunter 
ESPN Thbreds SportsCtr College Basketball Ohio State at Michigan State College Basketball North Carolina at Clemson Daredevils SportsCtr. College Basketball 
TMC Movie.". Al the Marbles" Movie "She-Devil Movie    Cocktail Movie: "Keaton's Cop" 
EASYSTREET 
104 S. Main St. 353-0988 
TH€ PROOF 
Performing Live this Friday & Saturday 
•    *    •    • 





117 East Court St. B.C. 352-4068 
more than just copies ! 
Get the BEST PRICE — Call Us 
Copying • Printing • Typesetting 
Screen Printing • Word Processing 
Trophies • Plaques • Certificates 
THE PERM LOOK AND 
CARE YOU WANT 
Tired of dry. frizzy hair after every perm? Let 
one ol our experts give you a Matrix perm 
and experience luU-bodied, conditioned curls 
that are alky smooth and fun of Me 
Call today lor an appointment1 
A 
.CUT 
rA3#^ffc HAIR STUDIO 
iO» $8.00 Haircuts 
<«*      $5.00 Off a perm 
*> 
141 W. Wooster St. 354-8533 
